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ABSTRACT
A STUDY OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN MENU TERMINOLOGY AND
POLITICAL IDENTITY
By
Darryl L. Mickler

Food consumption and the choices made in restaurants are not matters of
simple utility. As research and industry practice has revealed, consumer choices may be
influenced by any number of factors. Not least of these is the menu. While individual
restaurants will research their menu strategies, such research is necessarily proprietary.
This dissertation seeks to deepen the understanding of the influence of menu verbiage
and add to the body of academic knowledge of the influence of the menu on consumers.
Additionally, while academic research has assessed the influence of social identity on
consumer's purchase intention in many industries, this has only rarely been reviewed in
the context of restaurants. This dissertation investigated whether political identity as an
aspect of social identity influences purchase intention.
Political identity as a moderator of menu quality and price fairness were found to
be significant toward purchase intention under the overall model, as was price fairness for
respondents asserting a liberal political identity. Menu quality was found to be significant
in influencing purchase intention under all conditions and to have a large effect. Price
fairness was also found to be significant in influencing purchase intention in the broader
vi

model and was specifically influential among the liberal group identity. These findings
are important as they inform the operator as to two critical needs of the consumer (i.e.,
menu quality and price fairness), which must be met to influence consumer purchase
behavior. They also suggest a path for additional research to be undertaken under real
restaurant conditions. The scales used to assess purchase intention, price fairness, and
menu quality demonstrated high reliability and may suggest their use in industry analysis
versus current methods.
This study provides an additional contribution to the literature on the relationship
between menu quality and purchase intention as well as indicating where additional,
robust research may be warranted on the influence of political identity in consumer
choice.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The act of food consumption is a deeply individual and personal act. What an
individual chooses to eat communicates to others their values, beliefs, and in some cases,
their socio-cultural experience. In this way, food helps to construct one’s identity, given
its self-expressive and symbolic value. Food as an expression of identity has been
examined in hospitality and tourism (Liu & Jang, 2009); psychology (Fernandes &
Mandell, 2014; Kidwell, Farmer, Hardesty, 2013), and sociology (Soron, 2010)
literatures. This research looks to extend the idea of food as an expression of the selfconcept by examining the interaction of political identity and restaurant menu verbiage as
an influence of purchase intention. The restaurant industry is chosen as the context for
this study because individuals readily use restaurants to express some aspect of who they
are to others (Beriss & Sutton, 2007), and little is known about the intersection of menu
verbiage and political identity on food choice.
Restaurant food options and accompanying menu verbiage are typically void of
direct political imagery. However, food naming has, on occasion, been co-opted for
political signaling, most recently the renaming of French fries as "freedom fries" on the
menu of the U.S. House of Representatives during the early part of the Iraq conflict
(Donlan, 2003). In the absence of direct imagery, one is left to ponder if types of menu
terminology will activate an individual's political identity. Because identity forms
1
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through both cognitive and non-cognitive processes, the processing of menu
verbiage may be as impactful in activating a political identity as overt political imagery
(Ahn et al. 2014; Haidt, 2013). In support of this, researchers have noted that menu
verbiage does have an effect on many aspects of the restaurant experience, including
price perception (McCall & Lynn, 2008), consumption (Wansink, Painter, & van
Ittersum, 2001), and overall satisfaction (Wansink, van Ittersum, & Painter, 2005).

Political Polarization
As polarization continues to spread across America, consumers are displaying a
greater commitment to their political ideologies and are less likely to hold a mix of liberal
and conservative views (Kiley, 2017). Social media is replete with political appeals, and
both the volume and the intensity of political conversation has only increased. This has
been a factor in the dramatic increase in political polarization in the U.S., and this
polarization continues to grow as people can tune out information sources that are at
variance to their beliefs (Van Bavel & Pereira, 2018). This phenomenon, in effect,
facilitates the construction of an information bubble that only allows congruent
information.
Political polarization has also influenced the way consumers engage with brands,
and anecdotal evidence suggests brands are responding. For example, after President
Trump's immigration ban, companies such as Apple, Google, and Amazon responded
publicly by voicing their opposition to the ban (Newmyer, Morris, Farber, and Shen,
2013). Similarly, after a high school shooting in Parkland, FL, Dick's Sporting Goods
stopped selling all assault-style guns, much to the chagrin of the NRA (Cohn & Teruelle,
2019; Nassauer, 2018). While these examples illustrate how brands are responding, brand
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marketers, realize that a consumer's political identity will influence purchase intentions,
and in return, they have taken notice (Shepherd, Chartrand, & Fitzsimons, 2015).

Political Identity
Political identity is defined as the way individuals view themselves based on their
ideology regarding the underlying goals and ideas about how a social and political system
should work (Grove, Remy, & Zeigler, 1974). Traditional conceptualizations of political
identity have been viewed along the left-right or liberal-conservative continuum. The
labels liberal or conservative, Republican, Democrat, and Socialist are all gravid with
meaning, and like many other identities and roles individuals have, are self-identified
(Tajfel & Turner, 1986). In accepting these labels, one accepts not merely a label
describing a set of beliefs about politics but also becomes subject to a heuristic that may
influence one's reaction to a wide variety of stimuli (Petersen, 2015). Researchers have
observed that objections to competing political attitudes have shown to generate feelings
of disgust; providing evidence that political sensibilities have an influence at an
anticipatory level, occurring before any substantive engagement with the competing idea
(Rittter & Preston, 2011; Tal, Gvili, Amar, & Wansink, 2017).
In political discussion, participants often comment that those on the "other side"
of the debate fail to understand what they are saying. Research in the cognitive sciences
gives some empirical support to the idea that individuals with polarized political
identities may, in effect, speak a different language. Although the words and sentence
structures are recognizable, the underlying definitions are determined by the group. They
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must be understood as part of a conceptual system (Lakoff, 2016). Each term is defined
relative to a conceptual framework that provides much of the underlying meaning of the
narrative (Fillmore, 1985). These findings may be relevant as managers look to appeal to
different consumers whose political identity may be relevant to food choice and purchase
intention.
Even in a highly politicized society, individuals believe that their political identity
is a function of their carefully reasoned choice. Ostensibly, facts are weighed, sources
checked, and one's years of formal education and social engagement all coalesce to
inform belief. Individuals may believe their innate sense of right and wrong filters what
they hear, and they accept or reject ideas and sort them into their respective cognitive
places. The model that is often used to conceptualize the decision process has its roots in
an 18th-century view of reason (Lakoff, 2009). This view, though common, fails to
explain how individuals may make political choices that are at variance to their best
interests. As individuals have been found to react to congruent political stimuli,
irrespective of the utility of the outcome, some researchers have noted that the model of
rational choice fails to account for underlying emotional reactions that make up the
majority of cognition occurring at the unconscious level, thus compromising the majority
of cognition (Westen, 2008; Lakoff, 2009; Miller, 2009).

The Role of Political Identity in Consumption
The influence of political identity on consumer choice is not a new topic. Political
consumerism is the process of evaluating producers and products on the basis of attitudes
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and values concerning issues of personal and family well-being, as well as the ethical and
political assessment of favorable and unfavorable business and government practices with
the intent to influence change (Micheletti, Follesdal, & Stolle, 2004). That is, a consumer
may make a consumption choice as a direct response to a political situation but may also
make choices due to broader themes or sensibilities towards the item or company (e.g.,
"buy American" versus specifically avoiding foreign brands). In support of this idea,
Crockett & Wallendorf (2004) found that political identity is a facet of one's broader
social identity and one of the underlying influences that inform an individual's prevalence
towards one social identity or another.
Politically inspired brand rejection as a form of civic engagement often manifests
itself as either boycott (the rejection of brands associated with a political position) or
"buycott," the lesser recognized form of consumer support for a brand that is congruent
with one's political sensitivities (Jost, Langer & Sing, 2017). As Lee, Motion, and Conroy
(2009) found, "financial patriotism" can be identified as an underlying motivator of
politically influenced consumption as consumers may seek to support their political
identity, but do not expect that they are making a consumption choice that will send a
message or encourage change in the market (Jost, Langer & Singh, 2017). Carney, Jost,
Gosling, & Potter (2008) noted that political identity plays an important role in consumer
decision-making, even when the decision may be unrelated to politics. Like other
identities that consumers hold (e.g., social identities), a political identity can become
salient even as consumers are unconscious of its activation (Jung & Mittal, 2020). Thus,
when consumers navigate the marketplace and engage with brands through casual dining,
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retailing, and or services – one's political identity may impact and guide consumer
behavior.
The lack of research examining the intersection of political identity and consumer
behavior in restaurants makes it a ripe area of study. As mentioned earlier, restaurants are
an environment where individuals can easily engage in self-expression of a particular
identity (Beriss & Sutton, 2007). Restaurants can satisfy consumers’ needs beyond food
offerings, specifically through the service environment, pricing, menu, and even the staff.
These factors, when considered in the context of self-expression, suggest restaurants cater
to a host of consumer needs. Food is perhaps the only product where consumer choice is
fully integrated with the person. Food choice may sometimes be made for convenience or
simple utility. However, if food choice is made with some consideration, then the
decision made is, as Levi-Strauss (1958) noted, for food to be "good to eat" (bon à
manger), it must be, first of all, "good to think" (bon à penser). To satisfy Levi-Strauss’
criterion, when food is considered to be worthy of consideration intellectually, it must
perform a function that is greater than the simple satisfaction of a physical need. For food
to be relevant to intellectual life, it must also be grounded in culture and speak to the
value and belief systems that undergird a society (Stano & Bentley, 2019). As other
theorists have described, the interaction of our food choices with underlying elements of
identity is manifested in the choices we make and suggests opportunities for more indepth analysis(Harris, 1985; Warde, 2014).
As the interaction of food choices with identity is considered, we must consider
how this may be activated. Ahn et al. (2014) addressed the question of whether reactions
to non-political images could serve as a predictor of political identity. They found that
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responses to even single images could serve as a predictor of identity. Their study notes
that identity forms through both cognitive and non-cognitive processes, as have other
researchers (Haidt, 2013). This finding is highly relevant to the current study as the
processing of menu verbiage may be as impactful in activating a political identity as is
overt political imagery. Given the findings of the relationship between these ostensibly
non-political images and underlying political identity, the question is raised whether nonpolitical menu verbiage may activate an individual's underlying political identity, and
subsequently influence choice.
That food may be an important aspect of one's identity is clear; and it is
recognized that consumers may be devoted to certain food types based on their heritage
or as philosopher Lin Yutang (1936) observed: "we are, in the end, loyal to the food of
our youth: perhaps this is what patriotism means." Moving beyond the attachment to a
food style (e.g., Southern, Italian…etc.), the current study examines whether menu
verbiage can influence the consumer.
Menu Verbiage and Consumer Food Behavior
Consumers often approach their consumption behaviors pragmatically; however,
reflexive purchase behaviors in support of political identity is a notable and increasing
factor (Hejelmar, 2011). Extending current research on political identity into the food
choice and decision-making realm requires consideration of how one's political identity is
activated in a dining environment. Menus, as the primary communication and marketing
tool, are the principal engagement that consumers will have with a restaurant's offer
(McCall & Lynn, 2008). A menu ostensibly has a simple and straightforward function. It
provides the guest with a succinct description of the restaurant's offerings and usually its
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prices in an unambiguous manner. However, as simple as menus appear, the idea of the
menu has become more complex. It has become a tool of consumer communication and a
target of governmental regulation, both domestically and internationally (Nutrition,
2018). Consumers have become more food knowledgeable, and food has been integrated
more into popular culture; as such, the expectation of what menus communicate has
increased (Saiki, 2018; Solis, 2015). Menu transparency has come to be expected by
consumers - evolving from providing simple details to disclosures related to the
increasing politicization of food, and now terms such as GMO-free, hormone-free, locally
sourced, and gluten-free are common on menus (Lighthouse, 2017).
Menu verbiage has been shown to influence consumer purchase decisions,
particularly in the case of affective menu verbiage (McCall & Lynn, 2008). The effect of
menu pictures, typography, and even the quality of the cardstock have all been noted as
elements influencing the consumer; however, a key menu element that consumers react to
is the menu's verbiage (Magnini & Kim, 2016). The words describing the aspects of the
offer alone can range from simple and straightforward descriptions of the items to very
complex and detailed descriptions that may even incorporate the provenance of the
ingredients. Research has found that menus with greater levels of descriptive complexity
are correlated with higher ratings of the menu items as well as increased levels of price
acceptance (Wansink, et al., 2001). As menu verbiage has been shown to influence
multiple aspects of consumer engagement, a review of the literature suggests an
opportunity to explore menu verbiage further and consider the type of verbiage and its
influence on the consumer (Jacob, Boulbry, & Gueguen
́ , 2016; Fakih, Assaker, Assaf, &
Hallak, 2015).
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Menu Verbiage and Identity Effects
The activation of a consumer’s political identity is thought to be facilitated by
menu verbiage congruency, similar to the process, which is responsible for persuasive
message congruency in advertising (Kidwell et al., 2013). Gueguen
́ & Jacob (2012)

found that menu verbiage associated with tradition and patriotism had a positive effect on
menu item sales. The authors concluded that because the study was conducted in France,
an underlying French tradition regarding food and food history may make the French
consumer more responsive to these claims. Tal et al. (2017) noted the relationship of a
consumer’s political identity to the evaluation of food products. Their research indicated
that reference to a company's political activities and identity could influence the subject's
evaluation of food products; and suggested that purchase decisions may arise from a less
evaluative and more emotive route. The consideration that the influence of menu
verbiage may be related to a consumer's political identity is also suggested by additional
lines of research (Haidt, 2013; Arvola, Vassallo, Dean, Lampila, Saba, Lahteenmaki, &
Shepherd, 2008). Sustainable menu terminology has been studied by Kidwell et al. (2013)
to examine differences in advertising appeals targeted towards conservative and liberal
consumers. Further, sustainability has become an important consideration in menu
planning as it is often referenced on menus. This menu verbiage is characterized by the
incorporation of social, environmental, and cultural concerns relative to the sustenance of
ecological and human well-being (Tommasetti, Singer, Troisi, & Maione, 2018).
Researchers have also noted that sustainability menu verbiage influences consumer
evaluation and behavior in a restaurant setting (Lo, King, & Mackenzie, 2017; Scholl-
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Grissemann, 2017). As such, an examination of the relationship between sustainable and
affective menu verbiage and political identity is a relevant area of research for this study.
In consideration of the types of menu verbiage to assess, affective menu verbiage,
as characterized by allusions to home, tradition, and patriotism (Gueguen
́ & Jacob,

2012), is particularly relevant as it is both commonly used in menu descriptions and, by
its nature, shares references which may also be found in political appeals. However, to
better explore whether political identity and menu verbiage intersect, it is germane also to
consider other menu appeals that are not based in affective terminology and may appeal
to those whose political identity fall along different points on the political spectrum.

Mediating Effect of Price and Perception of Quality on Purchase Intention
In the case of both price and quality as mediators of purchase intention, many
researchers have drawn on the research of Tversky & Kahneman (1974), which suggested
that individuals use heuristics to simplify decision making. Research has suggested that
consumers decide about a product based on perceived value prior to making a
determination of purchase intention, and the perception of price has been seen to affect
purchase intention (Konuk, 2017; Homburg, Tozek, & Kramer, 2014). Higher price may
decrease purchase intention when the benefits are not apparent to the consumer, but when
consumers perceive a benefit, they are willing to positively assess price, and their
intention to purchase increases (Huang, Bai, Zhang, & Gong, 2019).
Relatedly, research has suggested that overall food quality is related to behavioral
intention in restaurant settings (Roest & Rindfleisch, 2010; Namkung & Jang, 2007).
Quality may be anticipated in a restaurant based on many cues, not least of which is
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menu verbiage (McCall & Lynn, 2008). Relatedly, in the assessment of expected food
quality in a retail food environment, research has noted that a positive assessment of
expected quality is an antecedent of positive purchase intention (Scholl-Grissemann,
2017).

Statement of the Problem and Research Question
Restaurants must be broadly appealing to maximize their potential traffic and to
satisfy the highest number of potential guests. To do this effectively, they must
understand what motivates and demotivates guests as subtle variations in menu copy have
been shown to affect purchase behavior and consumer satisfaction (Gueguen
́ & Jacob,

2012). Restaurant executives may make decisions based on their assessment of trends and
consumer need states, and as consumers become more polarized in their political views,
the need for this research has increased. The subtle influences of menu copy based on
political predilections have not been previously assessed. If political identity effects menu
choices, managers need to be aware of this influence so they can better design menu copy
that will have the broadest possible appeal. Understanding political identity influence in a
restaurant context involves understanding the factors that influence choice, including
quality and price perceptions (McCall & Lynn, 2008; Wansink et al., 2001), which will be
addressed in detail in chapter 2. Based on the above, this dissertation seeks to answer the
following research questions:
How does menu verbiage (e.g., affective & sustainable) intersect with political
identity to influence consumer purchase intentions?
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How does price and quality influence consumer perceptions of menu verbiage
(e.g., affective and sustainable) on purchase intention?

Purpose of the Study
This study will investigate the relationship between a respondent's self-reported
political identity and their acceptance (or rejection) of menu verbiage. Specifically, this
study will assess affective and sustainable menu verbiage for their influence on consumer
food choice.

Significance of the Study
Food is increasingly subject to moralization, wherein food choice preferences are
re-conceptualized as values (Sheikh, Botindari, & White, 2013). For managers, a greater
understanding of the appeal of menu claims and typical menu verbiage may help them to
better craft marketing appeals, arrive at target marketing expenditures, and make
development decisions, which refer to the analysis and decisions made about where to
place or build restaurants. Additionally, when managers better understand the degree to
which menu verbiage may be perceived or misunderstood through the lens of one's
political identity, they can better make informed decisions on the usage of menu claims.
This knowledge of consumer response to menu verbiage will likely vary in acceptance
(or rejection) across different regions of the country is essential to the development of
menus in accordance with political identities that may be concentrated in different
regions of the country. That is, regions matter to the restaurant executive, in that, if one
identifies a significant aspect of a region where a restaurant is to be established, one may
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adapt the menu terminology to better appeal to customers in a region if particular political
identities are prevalent. Additionally, managers may be better informed regarding the
types of menu terminology best avoided if the manager hopes to achieve the broadest
appeal.

Figure 1: Conceptual Model:

Concepts and Definition of Terms
Throughout this dissertation, several terms will be used that are important for this
study. These terms are defined as follows:
Menu Copy - Menu copy makes up most of the detail of the menu description.
Both factual copy (e.g., chicken), as well as more descriptive copy, may be used to give
consumers both a realistic expectation of what the menu item contains, as well as
descriptions used to frame the consumers' perception of the item (e.g., Mom's secret
recipe).
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Menu Complexity - Menu complexity refers to increased descriptive detail in the
menu copy. Increased menu complexity has been positively associated with consumers'
reactions to the menu and the facility (Wansink et al., 2001).
Menu Labels - A menu label is the primary naming aspect of an item (e.g.,
Hardwood Grilled Salmon).
Affective Menu Labels – Primary name of a menu item that (for purposes of this
study) carries allusions to home, tradition, and patriotism (Gueguen
́ & Jacob, 2012).

Affective Menu Copy – Text that makes up the bulk of the menu description and

features passages that carry allusions to home, tradition, and patriotism (Gueguen
́ &

Jacob, 2012).

Sustainability - The incorporation of social, environmental, economic, and
cultural concerns relative to the sustenance of ecological and human well-being
(Tommasetti et al., 2018).
Sustainable Menu Labels -Primary name of the menu item that incorporates
terms related to sustainability.
Sustainable Menu Copy – Part of the broader menu description for a menu item
that features sustainable attributes in its description.
Political Identity – The way a person views themselves based on their ideology
regarding the underlying goals and ideas about how a social and political system should
work (Grove, et al., 1974).
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Organization of the Study
The overall goal of this study is to provide a better understanding of the
relationship between one's degree of self-reported political identity and their acceptance
or rejection of certain types of menu verbiage, specifically sustainable menu copy and
affective menu copy. To this end, I will review, in Chapter 2, the relevant research on
menus and menu verbiage. Additionally, as this work grounds itself in social identity
theory and extending into political identity as the theoretical framework, I will review the
relevant research as it applies to the study of menu verbiage.
Chapter 3 will describe the methodology and sample population. The final two
chapters will present an analysis of the data collected, interpret the results, and share
management implications and limitations of the study.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
Introduction
This chapter reviews the existing literature on menu verbiage, price, quality,
political identity, and willingness to pay a price premium as it relates to consumer choice
in restaurants. The chapter begins by discussing the theoretical framework of social
identity, which is the foundation for understanding an individual’s political identity.
Following this, I synthesize the literature on menu verbiage, price, and quality leading to
the development of testable hypotheses to explore the proposed relationships shown in
Figure 1 on page 14.

Theoretical Framework
Social Identity Theory

Henri Tajfel proposed the theory of social identity and suggested that an essential
element of a person's identity forms through their sense of belongingness to various
groups (Tajfel & Turner, 1986). The relevance of the groups to the individual is selfdetermined and may be categorized, for example, by social class, teams, family, and
similar markers of social distinctiveness. The critical determinant is that social identity
constructs serve to divide the world into camps of "us" and "not us." Social identity
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proceeds from group membership, and people are motivated to achieve and maintain a
positive self-concept while seeking to preserve self-identity within the context of their
group (Brown, 2000).
As the norms of the group are internalized and become critical to the individual's
self-concept, the motivation to perform specific behaviors referent to the group increases
(Hogg & Rinella, 2018). The importance of group social identity in creating a sense of
distinctiveness is illustrated by the propensity of people to diverge from previously held
group norms when other groups start to adopt them (Berger & Heath, 2008). As
individuals in proximity become more similar, the urge to maintain distinctiveness can be
significant, and individuals may pursue divergence, particularly after the adoption of
cultural styles by non-group members; for example, children dropping styles when
parents appropriate them (Latane, 1996).
Germane to this study, I note that the maintenance and even enhancement of selfconcept can be supported by both outward identifiers of one's social referent groups (e.g.,
political labels such Democrats and Republicans) as well as internalized identifiers (e.g.,
values or beliefs associated with a given political affiliation). In this way, an individual's
social identity may be based on one's team or social class, but individuals may utilize
many avenues for social identity signaling. Research has demonstrated that individuals
manifest their identity through consumer choice, thus extending social identity theory
into the study of self-referent consumption for identity maintenance (Grubb &
Grathwhol, 1967). In effect, consumers construct their identities in part through the
brands they select (Aaker,1999; Hogg, Cox & Keeling, 2000).
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The need for maintenance of social identity is so strong that social norms have
been noted as being more effective than health information in promoting changes in
eating behavior (Liu, Thomas, & Higgs, 2016). As food choice can often have meaning
beyond the pure satisfaction of a biological need, the application of social identity theory
to this element offers further guidance in understanding how identity is expressed through
food choice.

Social Identity and Political Identity
Individuals construct their identities through many methods, and political identity
is a particularly strong mechanism for doing so. As political identity grows in
significance as a facet of personal identity, researchers have begun to explore how it may
shape an individual's thoughts, feelings, and behaviors. For example, Crockett and
Wallendorf (2004) and others suggested that in the U.S., consumption is the primary
arena in which political identity is expressed and constructed, and political identity may
be increasing as a critical element in everyday acts of consumption (Sandikci & Ekici,
2009; Crocket and Wallendorf, 2004). Consumers have come to demonstrate their
political identities via consumption choices, even when their traditional political
involvement has declined; understanding this, brands have increasingly found themselves
engaged with consumers, media, and policymakers based on perceived political
connections and sensibilities (Bennett, 2012). In line with the extension of political
identity into consumption choice, Newman & Bartels (2011) found that political
consumerism occupies a middle ground between protest and voting.
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Political identity can be expressed through both acceptance and rejection. In the
case of politically motivated brand rejection (PMBR), Sandicki & Ekici (2007) identified
PMBR wherein a brand is often permanently rejected for its real or perceived association
with a political ideology. PMBR is brand-specific, for example, targeting Coca-Cola for
its perceived symbolic connection to perceived American imperialism, but not targeting
other American brands (Sandicki & Ekici, 2007). Brands may be used to signal and
reinforce political identities (Ordbayayeva & Fernandes, 2018). Thus, one might expect
that a mismatch between a brand's symbolic meaning and an individual's sense of identity
can lead to strong brand rejection, and this rejection is resistant to change.

Mental Models of Political Identity
Political identity is a shared framework of mental models and is a way of
interpreting the environment (Unsworth & Fielding, 2014). Political identity theory suggests
that appeals that are congruent with one's political identity will be better received, even
when the appeal may seemingly be unrelated to politics (Carney et al., 2008). As with other
identities, political identity may be influential even when the consumer is unaware that their
identity is active and that they are responding in a politically referent manner (Jung &
Mittal, 2020).
The left/right model, based in the delineation of the seating arrangement of the
18th-century French parliament, is, nonetheless, parsimonious and has fared well in both
theoretical and empirical validity. In the United States, the Red/Blue model has emerged as
a descriptor of the political divide. In this study, I will largely confine myself to the more
established designations of left/right. Notably, however, Seyle & Newman (2006) found
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that the Red vs. Blue metaphor had the effect of deepening political distance and hardening
the attitudes of each side, thus diminishing the possibility of intergroup discussion. The use
of these terms, then, may become a factor in not merely describing the phenomena but also
shaping it. Terminology and social identity are often at the root of intergroup conflict (Tal et
al., 2017), whereby the practice of collapsing many types of social constructs into two
broad/overarching categories may have the effect of splitting individuals into two opposite
and non-overlapping camps in a way that traditional descriptors such as liberal and
conservative do not.
In assessing the effect of political identity on consumer choice, it is worthwhile to
note that political identity may be as much as 50 percent heritable (Graham, Haidt, &
Nosek, et al., 2009). Longitudinal studies of attitudes on early childhood personality traits
have been found to be predictive of political views 20 years later, thus bolstering the
concept that the left/right divide extends into specific innate characteristics versus political
attitudes that may be acquired later in life (Wegemer & Vandell, 2020; Dunkel & Decker,
2012; Fraley, Griffin, Belsky, & Roisman, 2012). Thus, personality differences extend to
non-political contexts; and political identity serves as a robust predictor of a wide range of
positions, preferences, judgments, and behaviors across all levels of political sophistication.
Noting the differences that exist between left/right political identities in their
response to marketing appeals, Kidwell, Farmer, & Hardesty (2013) assessed the
effectiveness of appeals targeted to liberals and conservatives based on their underlying
attitudes and their ideological perspectives. Appeals designed congruently with political
identity were found to increase the performance of targeted behaviors. Thus, they assert that
congruency between advertising appeal and political ideology/identity affects acquisition,
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consumption, and dispositional activities. The fundamental differences between liberals and
conservatives must be understood as they are representative of styles of thinking, reflecting
underlying attitudes (Graham et al., 2009). Political identity influences decision making and
reception to appeals, and as such, congruency between the underlying political ideologies of
the target audience and appeal may increase effectiveness (Jung & Mittal, 2020). If the
effectiveness of appeals can be enhanced, additional research is warranted to understand the
applicability of this finding into other consumer behaviors. In this context, Gromet,
Kunruether, & Larrick (2013) examined the importance of political identity on individuals.
They noted that psychological value placed on choices was associated with the relative level
of conservatism in the individual. Researchers have also noted distinct consumption
preferences relative to political identity expressed in the context of supermarket purchases
(Khan, Misra, & Singh, 2013), entertainment (Roos & Shachar, 2014), and variety-seeking
(Fernandes & Mandel, 2014).
Noting that political identity affects other types of consumer choice, it would be
surprising if consumers' food choices were not influenced. As the 18th-century writer BrillatSavarin observed, "tell me what you eat, and I will tell you who you are (Gabaccia, 2000)."
Food is unique in the way one interacts with it. Individuals may use tools, watch media,
drive cars, and engage in many types of consumption, but food is an item that is literally
internalized. Food choice is not always complex, it may be predicated on what is offered by
a host, and not every meal contains an element of personal expression. However, when one
is in a restaurant, one makes choices, and those choices are based, in part, on the names and
descriptions on the menu, and as the above research suggests, one's innate social and
political identity.
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Hypotheses Development
Menu Verbiage. Menus function as the primary communication tool of the
restaurant, and the act of consumers reading through and selecting their fare has remained
the primary marketing interface between the consumer and the restaurant. Kozup, Creyer,
and Burton (2003) found that menu verbiage had a discernable influence on the
consumer's evaluation of favorability towards the product and was pivotal in motivating
purchase intention. They also found that the effects were more pronounced in a menu
context versus product packaging of consumer-packaged goods. Extending this research,
McCall & Lynn (2008) examined how menu complexity could influence purchase
intention, quality expectations, and price expectations. They found that more complex
menu descriptions increased the respondents' intention to purchase and enhanced their
assessment of the quality of a restaurant's offerings. In the sections that follow, I will
provide an argumentation for why this effect will manifest when political identities and
descriptive menu verbiage intersect.
Affective Menu Verbiage and Consumer Choice
Affective terminology is characterized by its capacity to arouse feelings or
emotions. There may be many allusions that trigger this response. For this study, the
affective menu terms studied carry allusions to home, tradition, and patriotism (Gueguen
́

& Jacob, 2012). Affective menu verbiage differs from merely descriptive verbiage as it is
purposefully designed to reference emotionally based allusions while still giving the
consumer relevant information about the item. Descriptive menu verbiage has been
shown to influence value perception, and liking, consumer purchase decisions and
patterns, and affect consumer preferences (McCall & Lynn, 2008). Generally speaking,
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menu terminology has been shown to influence the consumer's belief that the menu items
are more authentic (Bell, Meisel, Pierson, & Reeve, 1994). Wansink et al. (2001) found
that descriptive terminology increased the consumers' intent to patronize the
establishment in the future and increased the perceived value of the menu items, as
measured by willingness to pay. Descriptive naming also led consumers to generate a
higher number of favorable comments about the food, found it to be more caloric, offered
higher quality, and rated it as more appealing (Wansink et al., 2005). These effects are
particularly strong with affective menu terminology (Wansink et al., 2005).
McCall and Lynn (2008) also noted that detailing ingredients through the use of
nouns had little effect on consumer assessments of price, whereas the addition of
adjectives in describing ingredients strongly influenced expectations of taste and
acceptance of price. Taste is considered an indication of product-oriented quality
(Grunert, 1995), and when combined with menu verbiage that alludes to home,
patriotism, and family, it is reasonable to expect enhanced consumer perceptions of
quality. Additionally, evidence indicates that the detailing of ingredients or attributes
provides cues for positive or negative bias formation (Wansink et al., 2005). The mention
of ingredients and product attributes has been found to generate positive attributions and
purchase intent towards the menu (Wansink et al., 2005). Thus, increased descriptions of
ingredients and overall descriptive complexity are likely to influence consumer
perceptions of quality, purchase intention, and positive assessment of price.
Menu descriptions are particularly germane in a discussion of price. The primacy
of the menu description lends itself to decision making and makes it a critical element in
the consumer’s assessment of price fairness and acceptance (Mathe-Soulek, 2016).
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Wansink et al. (2001) found that descriptive menu terminology increased sales and that
the items described were rated higher across quality and value scores (e.g., price). Parsa
& Njite (2004) noted that menu descriptions are often evaluated well before there is a
consideration of the menu prices. Shoemaker, Dawson, & Johnson. (2005) showed that
detailed menu descriptions ameliorated customer assessment of the impact of a price
increase on menu items, thus positively influencing menu item selection and leading to an
improved assessment of price. Konuk (2017) noted that consumers assess price fairness
and value through an internal assessment of the underlying value of inputs and the
increased detail of menu verbiage supporting the increased price. Given the descriptive
and detailed nature of affective menu claims, the previous discussion supports favorable
perceptions of price when individuals are confronted with affective menu verbiage.
Based on the preceding, it is the expectation that consumers will be influenced by
affective menu verbiage. The following hypothesis is offered:
H1: Affective menu verbiage will have a positive effect on assessments of:
(a) price
(b) quality

Sustainability Claims (Menu Verbiage & Consumer Choice)
Sustainability refers to the incorporation of social, environmental, economic, and
cultural concerns relative to the sustenance of ecological and human well-being
(Tommasetti et al., 2018). Sustainability as a concern has increased in many aspects of
business, no less so in restaurants. While demand has continued to grow for sustainable
products, there has not been a parallel increase in consumers' understanding of what
sustainability signifies, and the terminology surrounding this category of food items has
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been used interchangeably (Kidwell et al., 2013). Within the context of menu
terminology, sustainable appeals are often conflated with menu terminology like organic
or natural. Together, the inability of consumers to separate these terms suggests that
sustainability is viewed broadly to represent all forms of environmentally friendly
sourced food products. In the case of descriptions of organic items on the menu, SchollGrissemann (2017) found that individuals rely on heuristics and make evaluations of
product attributions beyond the simple meaning of the expressed claim. Consumers
assess the terms sustainable and organic as equivalent. Additional research indicates that
the use of these terms on a menu increased consumer ratings of the actual taste of menu
items as well as other related indicators of satisfaction, such as quality and price (Lee,
Shimizu, Kniffin, & Wansink, 2013).
One of the main barriers to the consumption of sustainable products, particularly
organic products, is the price (Magnusson, Arvola, Koivisto Husti, Aberg, & Sjoden,
2001; Wee et al., 2014). As Konuk (2017) noted, understanding the drivers of price
fairness is crucial to the success of effectively promoting organic foods. The authors
found that as more information is available to the consumer through greater descriptive
complexity, they are better able to evaluate the price for fairness and assess the item’s
implicit value.
Sustainable terminology on perceptions of food quality was examined by Berry,
Burton, & Howlett (2017), who assessed the effect of the terms natural, organic, and
GMO-free as menu descriptors. The authors found that the positive effects of a natural
claim are mediated by perceived healthfulness and the inference that items are minimally
processed, both indicators of food quality. Additionally, the effect of the natural claim on
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the consumer's evaluation of quality, price, and purchase intent was found to be greater
than the mediating effects of the terms "organic and GMO," that have highly regulated
meanings (Berry et al., 2017; Jeong & Jang, 2019).
As sustainable verbiage may be perceived positively by consumers, the following
hypothesis is offered:
H2: Sustainability claims will have a positive effect on assessments of:
(a) price
(b) quality.

Moderating Influences of Political Identity
For a restaurant, customer loyalty is crucial. The degree that customers identify a
restaurant as an extension of themselves or as an entity they share identity with can
translate into improved restaurant profitability and traffic. A customer can develop an
attachment to the restaurant that personalizes the experience and becomes an element of
bonding as the relationship extends the engagement of the consumer past simple
economics (Mattila, 2001). This extension of the restaurant experience has real benefits
to the restaurant's patrons as they visit more often and have an enhanced experience; the
restaurant also benefits as these “attached” consumers typically have a higher spend per
visit (Walkup, 2000).
Extrapolating that the underlying political identity of a consumer may moderate
their acceptance of a menu claim opens the question of whether political identity overtly
influences choice? Ahn et al. (2014) addressed this question by asking whether reactions
to non-political images could serve as a predictor of political identity and found that
reactions to even a single image could be correlated with political identity. Political
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choices in consumer behavior can be overt and based on direct choices stemming from
one's political sensibilities; however, the underlying political identity may also influence
a consumer's purchase behavior even when the subject under consideration is not
specifically political. To illustrate, the propensity of a consumer to support his or her
identity was noted in consumers' expressed intentionality in purchasing sustainable
products and their willingness to buy products with ethical or socially beneficial claims
(Salazar, Oerlemans, & van Stroe-Biezen., 2012). Witzling & Shaw (2019) noted that
political identity influenced how consumers interpreted messages regarding local food. In
their study, consumers expressing liberal political beliefs showed a keen interest in local
food due to the perceived superiority of its environmental benefit, whereas conservative
respondents found the environmental messages unappealing. Extending the moderating
effects of political identity to food choice, Tal et al. (2017) found that participants' ratings
of food, both their broad assessment of the expected product experience and their
evaluation of the actual products, were correlated with the participants being informed
that the producing company donated to a political party. Participants rated their expected
and actual experience higher when told that the company donated to a party that was
congruent with their political sensibilities.
The intersection of menu verbiage and identity resides in how consumers
establish congruency between their overall belief and political ideology. Graham et al.
(2009) noted that conservatives in their study had an emphasis on in-group/loyalty and
purity/sanctity foundations; noting conservatives’ need to reduce uncertainty, need for
order, maintenance of the status quo, resistance to social change, preservation of group
norms, bringing people together collectively, and prescribing proper beliefs for the
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community along with a concern for external threats. This characterization suggests that
conservatives have a strong group orientation, which is akin to collectivist thinking. Given
that affective menu verbiage provides an allusion to home and family, it follows that this
menu verbiage will resonate with individuals who have a conservative political identity.
Consistent with research on persuasive appeals, congruency between menu verbiage and an
individual’s underlying political identity will enhance an individual’s perceptions and
behaviors (Kidwell et al., 2013). The expectation is that affective menu verbiage will have
the greatest impact on those with a conservative political ideology.
In contrast, individuals who have a liberal outlook identified with moral
foundations emphasizing opposition to inequality, openness to change, and they aligned
with norms of caring, fairness, and protection from harm of the individual (Graham et al.,
2009). This characterization suggests that liberals are more inclined to care about issues
that can benefit individual well-being, such as environmental protection and sustainable
sourcing of foods. Thus, sustainability verbiage that addresses the process and
preparation of the food items is likely to tap into the sensibilities of those who hold a
liberal political identity. In support of this idea, an individual’s political identity has been
shown to influence the acceptance of sustainability claims in other business contexts. For
example, Watkins, Aitken & Mather (2016) examined attitudes toward sustainability and
found that individuals who were on the political left/liberal side of the spectrum were
more likely to engage in sustainable consumption behavior and to demonstrate a
commitment to political elements of sustainability. Individuals on the right were
markedly less open to sustainable appeals. Where there is a congruency between political
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ideology and marketing appeals, sustainable behaviors are enhanced (Kidwell et al.,
2013).
The selection of food choice based on underlying political identity can be thought
of as a form of self-expression which may hold a great deal of symbolic value for
individuals. Similarly, Minton, Johnson, & Liu (2019) noted differences in the attitudes
of consumers who expressed religiously motivated dietary preferences; specifically, more
conservative, highly religious consumers were less accepting of sustainable messages in
food. These studies add credence to the idea that political identity is best conceptualized
as a combination of both cognitive and non-cognitive processes. Therefore, as a nonrational component, inherent sensibilities towards non-political influences could be
related to political viewpoints that influence consumption and purchase decisions. Given
this, it should follow that price and quality perceptions will be more favorable when
political identity and menu verbiage are congruent, as they can hold symbolic value for
individuals. Generally, consumers expect higher quality with higher prices and are
typically more concerned about value for money. Sustainable menu verbiage, because it
deals with process-oriented quality, is likely to be associated with a higher price point,
and result in less price sensitivity by those who have more liberal political identities.
In contrast, affective menu verbiage, which is more emotional, corresponds to the
user-oriented perceptions of quality and will resonate more for conservative individuals
who tend to favor descriptive menu verbiage. As a result, it is expected that conservatives
will perceive price and quality more favorably for the affective menu content. Working
from the analysis of the preceding research, I offer the following hypotheses to predict
the interacting effect of political identity on menu verbiage related to sustainability:
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H3: Political identity will moderate the effect of affective menu verbiage on price
and quality perceptions, such that respondents measuring high in conservative
political identity a) will perceive higher levels of price and b) quality versus
respondents measuring high in liberal political identity.
H4: Political identity will moderate the influence of sustainability verbiage on
price and quality perceptions such that respondents measuring high in
conservative political identity will have an unfavorable perception of a) price and
b) quality, compared to respondents measuring high in liberal political identity.
Price and Purchase Intention
Behavioral intention is the state where a person has cognitively settled on a course
of action or behavior and, as such, it is the best predictor of behavior (Ajzen, 1991). In
the context of restaurant dining, purchase intention is the industry standard when
examining dining intention, as it arguably the most important indicator of consumer
behavior. Numerous scholars have defined purchase intention over the years. It has been
defined as a personal behavioral propensity to a particular product (Bagozzi & Burnkrant,
1979), and more recently, as an individual’s conscious plan to make an effort to purchase
a given brand (Spears & Singh, 2004). Notably, the higher the degree of intentionality,
the greater the likelihood that a behavior will be enacted (Ajzen, 1991). This is supported
by (Wee et al., 2014), who found that intentionality is a precursor of behavior. In the case
of intention to purchase organic or sustainable foods, this relationship has been affirmed
by several scholars (e.g., Saba & Messina, 2003; Tarkiainen & Sundqvist, 2005;
Thøgersen, 2000; Wee et al., 2014).
It has been shown that purchase intention is determined by a consumer’s
perceived benefit and value perceptions, which is often anchored around price (Xu,
Summers & Belleau, 2004; Zeithaml, 1988). Price plays a vital role in consumer
perceptions of value, which in turn influences whether one will buy or not buy (Voss,
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Parasuraman, Grewal, 1998). Since consumers perceive benefits relative to price on a
menu, it is suggested that the manner in which consumers perceive value will have a
direct impact on purchase intention. This is because consumers typically regard price as a
quality cue, especially when their knowledge is limited, or the product attributes are
ambiguous (Berry et al., 2017). Also, research suggests that a positive view towards price
fairness is related to positive purchase intentionality (Homburg, Totzek, & Krämer, 2014;
Kukar‐Kinney, Xia, & Monroe, 2007; Martín‐Consuegra et al., 2007). The inverse of this
also applies in that studies have shown that when consumers perceive price unfairness, it
has a negative impact on purchase intention (Campbell, 1999; Fernandes & Calamote,
2016). Together, these findings suggest that price perceptions, including those of fairness,
have a positive impact on perceived value, quality, and subsequent purchase intention. In
the context of the current study, I posit that affective and sustainable menu verbiage,
along with price, will have a positive impact on consumer purchase intention as both will
signal enhanced value and quality perceptions, and subsequent purchase intentions. Thus,
the following hypothesis is offered:
H5: Price will positively influence purchase intention.

Perceived Food Quality and Purchase Intention
Perceived quality of food products is pivotal to a consumer’s food choice
(Grunert, 1995). A positive assessment of quality regarding organic and sustainable foods
is important to increased consumption and purchase (Magnusson et al., 2001; Padel &
Foster, 2005). Grunert (1995) proposed a perceived food quality classification that
emphasized the role of consumers’ perceived food quality on choice. This classification
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separates quality of food perceptions into three buckets: product-oriented, processoriented, and user-oriented quality. Product-oriented quality occurs when consumers
form food quality perceptions through the observation of a food’s physical attributes such
as taste or smell. The processing and preparation of food are responsible for perceptions
of process-oriented quality. To illustrate, research indicates that consumers choose
organic products due to the perception that these products may offer unique or superior
attributes compared to products grown in a conventional manner (Vindigni, Janssen &
Jager, 2002). In addition, sustainability claims have been shown to inform quality
expectations (Gunnert, 1995) and have also been linked to identity (Kidwell et al., 2013).
It is also notable from the work of Scholl-Griessemann (2017) that consumers make
inferences about product quality as well as develop beliefs attributing quality claims
beyond the narrow definition of the terms used. Finally, user-oriented quality perceptions
emerge from food quality perceptions based on the consumer’s subjective point of view.
Prior research has considered Grunert’s (1995) food quality classification on
consumer perception of meat product quality (Banović, Grunert, Barreira, & Fontes,
2009) and food choice (Grunert, 2005). These studies reveal that quality perceptions are
highly correlated to behavioral intentions, including choice and purchase. Other scholars
have also found that a consumer’s perceived food quality, including tangible features
such as taste, temperature, and smell, affects purchase behavior (Liu & Jang, 2009;
Namkung & Jang, 2007), as well as customer satisfaction and purchase intention in
restaurant dining (Namkung & Jang, 2007). Extending this body of work to the current
research, menu verbiage that centers on sustainability and affective labeling is theorized
to reflect the process-oriented quality and user-oriented quality perceptions, respectively.
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As sustainability verbiage on a menu reflects information that addresses the sourcing or
preparation of menu items, and the affective verbiage reflects information that may
resonate with a consumer’s experience or affect for a particular item. The perception of
quality may be influenced then by the identity being activated, beyond the everyday
assessment of food. Thus, it is proposed that menu verbiage will serve as a quality
attribute cue, which will, in turn, influence consumer behavior, specifically purchase
intention. Thus, the following hypothesis is offered:
H6: Perceptions of quality will positively influence purchase intention.

Below is a portrayal of the conceptual model from Figure 1 with the above hypotheses
overlaid.
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Chapter 3
METHODOLOGY
Introduction
This chapter discusses the research methods used in this dissertation. The chapter
begins with a discussion of the survey sampling procedure followed by a description of
the sample to be used in the research, including sample size, eligibility for participation,
and the desired demographic profile of the sample desired. Following this, I detail the
measures used in the survey. Additionally, I describe the data collection methods,
including the process followed for the execution of the survey. The chapter concludes
with a detail of the data analysis methods used.

Survey Sampling Procedure
As this research assesses the adult population using restaurants, a sample of adults
meeting this criterion was sourced from Qualtrics. The population that is eligible for the
survey consisted of adults (18 or over) who answered positively to a single eligibility
question regarding their regular use of restaurants.
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Survey Design and Development
I conducted a web-based survey at the individual level. The questionnaire
consisted of 41 questions. Full details of the questions are provided in Appendix C. The
questionnaire collected quantitative demographic data, information on restaurant use,
menu choice, menu appeal, price, purchase intention, political identity, and the appeal of
various types of menu verbiage. In addition to the menu, participants rated the relative
appeal of common menu terms, which were assessed against the individual's reported
degree of political identity.
Purchase Intention is formed from 3 questions, anchored by 1 - Strongly
Disagree, 7 - Strongly Agree (Konuk, 2017). Willingness to pay is formed from four
questions using a 1-7 Likert scale design (anchored by 1 – Strongly Disagree, 7 –
Strongly Agree (Lu & Gursoy, 2016). Price fairness was assessed by three questions
(anchored by 1 – Strongly Disagree, 7 – Strongly Agree (Konuk, 2017). To assess the
respondent's perceptions of quality, I used overall restaurant quality, which is drawn from
Naipul & Parsa's (2001) work on guest perceptions of the restaurant experience based on
menu price endings as well as McCall & Lynn (2008) for assessment of menu quality.
Additionally, I collected information on attitudes towards the restaurant based on the
menu prompts, as well as the assessment of 13 individual menu terms that encompass
both affective and sustainable terminology for possible post hoc analysis and industry
use.
To assess the respondents' degree of political identity, respondents were asked to
place themselves on scales related to aspects of their political identity. Prior research has
indicated that political identity is distinct from ideological positioning as partisan identity
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is related to the degree in which one's sense of self is attached to the group identity
(Huddy, Mason, & Aaroe, 2010). To assess the strength of political identity, a 4-item
scale adapted from Huddy et al. (2010) was employed.
As it may be useful in terms of explanatory power to determine both the centrality
and saliency of political identity to the respondents, both areas were assessed. Centrality
reflects how important this identity is to the respondent (Settles 2004). Centrality will be
assessed by asking the respondents (1) how long have they held this identity, and (2) to
rank the importance of their political identity to their view of themselves (Stryker &
Serpe, 1994). Identity salience indicates the likelihood of an identity being relevant and
that the identity in question will be the facet of an individual's identity that will be
invoked (Rane & McBride, 2000). The more salient an identity, the greater the likelihood
that it will be important in an individuals' engagement with an experience (Morris, 2013).
Salience was assessed by asking if the respondents' political identity is one of the first
things that they would tell someone about themselves (Stryker & Serpe, 1994). Although
these constructs are not in my conceptual model, I will collect information on them in
case they are needed for post hoc analysis.
All scales were modified, if needed, to maintain consistency in polarity with the
lower value anchoring the left of the scales and the higher value anchoring the right of the
scale (Chyung, Kennedy, & Campbell, 2018).
The survey was structured as below to avoid priming the respondents to the
political nature of the survey.
•

Online Survey Consent Form

•

Introduction
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•

Restaurant Usage Eligibility Questions

•

Pattern and Type of Restaurant Usage

•

Simulated Menu Treatment
o Affective
o Control
o Sustainable

•

Assessment of Menu Quality

•

Assessment of Purchase Intention

•

Assessment of Price Perception

•

Assessment of Attitude toward the Restaurant

•

Assessment of Restaurant Quality

•

Assessment of Price Fairness

•

Assessment of Political Identity
o Strength of Political Identity
o Salience of Political Identity
o Centrality of Political Identity

•

Assessment of Other Menu Descriptors

•

Demographic Questions:

•

•

Age

•

Education

•

Gender

•

Income

End

This study was structured as a 2x2x2 factorial design as portrayed below.
Participants were exposed to one of three menu treatments that contain either affective
menu labeling, sustainability claims, or no claims. The anticipated relationship between
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political identity and types of menu labeling is indicated by the "+" (positive) or "-"
(negative) signs in Figure 3.1 below.
Table: 3.1 Experimental Design and Anticipated Relationship among Manipulated
Variables
Affective Terminology
Political Identity

Sustainability
Terminology

Absent

Present

Absent

Present

Liberal

+

-

-

+

Conservative

-

+

+

-

Neither Liberal
nor Conservative

+

+

Survey Administration
I conducted a quasi-experiment and fielded three separate versions of the survey
instrument. Each of the three surveys will provide a sample menu (see appendix D for
sample menus) for the respondents to assess. The ‘Affective’ menu had affective menu
terminology, the ‘Sustainable’ menu had sustainability terminology, and the ‘Control’
menu had basic menu terminology. The menu items were held constant, as was pricing.
The stimuli included an industry-standard menu statement, which gives the raison d' être
for the restaurant (i.e., a header that explains the "why" of the restaurant and what it
stands for) and the presence of either affective menu verbiage, sustainable menu
verbiage, or neutral menu verbiage. Pricing is identical for all menus, as is the order of
items, background, design, and font. The questionnaire began with an informed consent
form to allow potential respondents to opt-in or out of participation and to inform them of
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their rights. No risk to participants has been identified, and IRB approval has been
obtained. See appendices A and B for IRB application and disclosure to participants.
Participants were asked a qualifying question regarding whether they regularly eat
out at restaurants (yes or no) and were prevented from continuing in the survey if they
answered "no." Note Figure 3 below features relevant verbiage italicized to illustrate
changes that were shown to the respondent. The menu copy, as seen by the respondents,
was not differentiated by italicizing.
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Figure 3 Survey Sample
Menu
Component/Entrée
Description
Menu Header

Menu A – Affective Verbiage

Menu B – Sustainability
Verbiage

Control Menu

Our All-American restaurant features
produce, and proteins are sourced
from the heartland
We support our traditional
community producers and purchase
all-American made products and
favor veteran-owned producers

Our restaurant is fully
committed to sustainability.
Our ingredients are sourced
from within 200 miles of the
restaurant to reduce carbon
footprint
We support businesses and
source from vendors and
farmers who produce in a
sustainable manner.
Our proteins are GMOfree and antibiotic-free.
All menu items are
planned in line with
internationally sustainability
standards

Our restaurant features
the freshest produce and
proteins
We look forward to
serving you from our
kitchen
Menu items may vary
based on seasonality and
our chef's inspiration

Cast Iron Chicken
Cast Iron Chicken with
braised greens, panroasted sweet potatoes,
honey butter pan sauce
and a biscuit
$18

Items are subject to change based on
availability
Our seasonal menus are created
based on recipes from traditional
family favorites

Chicken Entree

Mom's Cast Iron Chicken
Lodge Cast Iron Roasted FarmRaised Chicken with braised, handpicked greens, pan roasted sweet
potatoes, honey butter pan sauce and
a homemade biscuit just like mom
used to make
$18

Beef Entrée

Tavern Steak
Texas raised Grilled Flat-iron steak
topped with local blue cheese,
hearth roasted red skin potatoes,
slow braised Southern chard,
caramelized Vidalia onion jam, and
our secret family recipe herb butter
sauce
$25

Cast Iron Chicken
Sustainable and Locally
raised, Antibiotic-free cast
iron roasted chicken with
locally harvested braised
greens, locally grown sweet
potatoes, honey butter pan
sauce, and a biscuit
$18
Tavern Steak
Seared, Hormone and GMOFree Sustainable Grilled Flatiron steak topped with local
blue cheese, roasted local
potatoes, braised seasonal
greens, caramelized onion
jam, and herb butter sauce
$25

Vegetarian Entrée

Roasted Vegetables with Herb
Dumplings
Hearth Roasted vegetables with
Grandma's herb gnocchi dumplings,
in a brown butter sauce
$15

Roasted Vegetable Gnocchi
Locally grown organic
roasted vegetables tossed with
house-made herb gnocchi in a
brown butter
$15

Roasted Vegetable
Gnocchi
Roasted vegetables and
charred kale tossed with
a herb gnocchi, in a
brown butter sauce
$15

Seafood Entree

Hardwood Grilled Citrus Honey
Salmon
Alaskan Salmon, rubbed with honey,
citrus juices, garlic, red pepper
flakes and herbs. American oak
grilled and served over braised,
seasonal greens
$22

Hardwood Grilled Citrus
Honey Salmon
Our sustainably sourced
salmon and naturally fed
salmon, rubbed with honey,
citrus juices, garlic, red
pepper flakes and
ginger. Hardwood grilled and
served over braised, seasonal
greens
$22

Hardwood Grilled
Citrus Honey Salmon
Fresh Salmon, rubbed
with honey, citrus juices,
garlic, red pepper flakes
and ginger. Hardwood
grilled and served over
braised, seasonal greens
$22

Tavern Steak
Grilled Flat-iron steak
topped with local blue
cheese, roasted red skin
potatoes, braised
seasonal greens,
caramelized onion jam,
and herb butter sauce
$25
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The sample was sourced through a Qualtrics consumer panel. In addition, the
questionnaire was created, and data was collected through Qualtrics. For SEM analysis,
Hair et al. (2017) recommend a sample size based on the number of predictors, model,
and power analyses. Based on this, for a minimum R2 of 0.10, this survey had a target
sample size of 144 respondents.

Proposed Analysis
To assess whether political identity influences consumer acceptance of menu
descriptions, I compared the individual's self-reported degree of political identity and
their responses to menu treatments that feature either affective or sustainable menu
verbiage. To analyze these hypotheses, ANOVA was used through SPSS for H1 and H2.
For the remaining hypotheses, I used variance-based PLS-SEM approach. PLS-SEM is
particularly well-suited to this study as it is based on a series of least square regression
equations and is considered to be appropriate for small sample sizes (Reinartz, Haenlein,
& Hensler, 2009). Thus, the use of this method seems appropriate for the analysis of
many of the relationships in our study.
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CHAPTER 4
DATA ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS
This chapter presents the results of the dissertation research using SPSS and
Partial Least Squares (PLS) analysis. Following the reporting structure for a PLS
analysis, as suggested by Hair et al. (2017), a description of the participants and survey
response rates is presented first. Following this, the validity and reliability of the
measurement model are assessed. Next, the structural model is validated, and the findings
of each hypothesis is reported. Finally, the chapter concludes with a summary of the
overall results.

Survey Sample
Recall from Chapter 3 that Qualtrics was used both to create the questionnaire and
to source the respondents through their survey panel offering. Based on the research
model (see figure 2 in chapter 2, the minimum target response rate was 144 respondents
to achieve a minimum R2 of 0.10 (Hair et al., 2017). A total of 174 individuals completed
the questionnaire, exceeding the target goal of 150 respondents. Responses from
participants who failed attention check items for one of the following reasons were
removed from the final sample:
a)

The respondent straight-lined more than 80% of the questions
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b)

The respondent stopped answering the questionnaire before the end.

c)

The respondent took less than five minutes to complete the survey
indicating s/he did not pay attention when answering the survey questions.

In total, seventeen data points were removed from the sample, resulting in 157 cases for
analysis.

Respondent Demographics
Several demographic questions were asked of survey respondents. The
demographic profile of the respondents is summarized below, and complete counts and
percentages are presented in Table 4.1.
•

Respondents were all based in the United States.

•

The majority of respondents were in the 21-34 age range (39.49%), followed by
the 35-54 age cohort (30.57%). The next largest group of respondents was in the
55-65 age range (28.03%). The remaining respondents fell in the 18-20 segment
(1.27%) or did not make a response (0.64%).

•

Most respondents either had some college (11.46%) or a completed degree
(61.14%) with 26.75% identifying a bachelor's degree, 18.47% a master's degree,
2.55% a professional degree, and 3.18% a doctorate. Given the higher level of
education, we expect that the respondents would have some familiarity with the
menu terms used. The remaining respondents were identified as those who
completed trade/tech or vocational school (3.82%), high school graduation/GED
(12.10%), and some high school without graduation (1.27%).
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•

Gender distribution was fairly balanced: 54.14% of respondents were female, and
45.86% were male.

•

The majority (54.78%) of respondents had an income of $50,000 or more. The
remaining respondents were grouped as follows: $30,000-49,999 range (17.83%);
less than $30,000 (17.20%).

Table 4.1
Demographic Profile of Survey Respondents
Age Range
Count

Percent

No response

1

0.64%

18-20

2

1.27%

21-34

62

39.49%

35-54

48

30.57%

44

28.03%

157

100%

55-65
Total
Education
Count

Percent

No response

16

10.19%

Associate Degree

16

10.19%

Bachelor's Degree

42

26.75%

Doctorate Degree

4

3.18%

High School Graduate/GED

19

12.10%

Master's Degree

29

18.47%

4

2.55%

18

11.46%

Some High School, no degree

2

1.27%

Trade/Technical/Vocational Training

6

3.82%

157

100

Professional Degree
Some College, no degree

Total
Gender
Count

Percent

Female

85

54.14%

Male

72

45.86%

157

100.0%

Total
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Income Range
Count

Percent

No response

16

10.19%

$100,000+

27

17.20%

$30,000-$49,999

28

17.83%

$50,000 - $74,999

31

19.75%

$75,000 - $99,999

20

12.74%

Less than $30,000

35

22.9%

157

100

Total

Descriptive Statistics
All 157 usable cases were loaded into SPSS version 25 software to generate
descriptive statistical reports, check for missing or invalid data, and assess data normality
(see table 4.2). The data from SPSS was exported to an Excel CVS file to generate a data
file that could later be used for the Smart PLS analysis.
The descriptive statistics reveal some interesting results. The values for kurtosis
indicated that the data was not perfectly normal. Kurtosis measures whether the
distribution is too peaked, indicating a very narrow distribution (Hair et al., 2017). The
analysis of this data indicated one non-normal distribution for political identity, which is
likely due to a slight non-normal distribution in the political identity of the respondents.
This is also consistent with data from Gallup, which has tracked political party affiliation
for the past 16 years in America; both ends of the political spectrum tend to skew “right”
or “left” over time. The plurality of responses (21.7%) clustered at the midpoint on the
scale, asking, “how conservative or liberal do you perceive yourself to be?” The majority
of responses (41.1%) were on the conservative (left) end of the scale. While the use of
this scale is supported in the literature (Mason & Huddy, 2010), this was self-reported,
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not diagnostic. As such, the non-normal distribution may reflect the persistence of the
center-right ideological balance among Americans (Saad, 2020). An even distribution of
political identity was not a requirement of the survey panel design.
Skewness is a measure of symmetry within the data when plotted. The data is
considered symmetric if it looks the same to the left and right of the center point (Hair et
al., 2017). Note that there was a highly skewed distribution (less than -1 or greater than
+1) present in several of the variable indicators. Responses for indicators comprising
'price fairness' and 'purchase intention" indicated a negative skew. These results may be
due to the inherent difficulty of imagining purchase intention based on a theoretical
menu. With the COVID-19 related shutdown of restaurants, this may indicate an
underlying negative intentionality towards both price perceptions and purchase intentions
in-restaurant purchases.
It is important to note that the results of this test confirmed that 40% of the
indicators presented skewness and kurtosis above the recommended threshold of (-1 to
+1), violating data normality assumptions, which further supports the use of PLS-SEM.
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Table 4.2 Descriptive Statistics
Skewness
Std.
Error

Kurtosis
Std.
Error

N

Min.

Max.

Mean

Std.
Dev.

This menu offers high quality entrees.

157

1.00

7.00

4.53

0.90

0.80

0.27

0.19

2.53

0.38

This menu offers a good value.

157

1.00

6.00

3.97

1.02

1.04

-0.17

0.19

0.33

0.38

This menu is appealing.

157

1.00

7.00

4.34

0.98

0.95

0.13

0.19

1.87

0.38

I would be likely to make purchase of
entrees on this menu.

157

1.00

7.00

5.20

1.57

2.45

-1.25

0.19

0.90

0.38

I will make the effort to buy entrees on
this menu.

157

1.00

7.00

5.33

1.19

1.42

-1.16

0.19

1.73

0.38

I plan to purchase entrees on this
menu.

157

1.00

7.00

5.16

1.28

1.63

-1.00

0.19

1.28

0.38

The prices of these entrees are
acceptable.

157

1.00

7.00

4.62

1.41

1.99

-0.54

0.19

-0.11

0.38

The prices of these entrees are fair.

157

1.00

7.00

4.73

1.38

1.90

-0.68

0.19

0.09

0.38

The prices of these entrees are
reasonable.

156

1.00

7.00

4.70

1.42

2.01

-0.51

0.19

-0.31

0.39

How conservative or liberal do you
perceive yourself to be?

157

1.00

7.00

3.85

1.86

3.47

0.02

0.19

-1.10

0.38

Variance Statistic

Statistic

PLS Analysis
The partial least squares analysis uses a two-step process: (1) the assessment of
the measurement model; and (2) the assessment of the structural model. The overall aim
of assessing both models is to determine whether they both meet the quality criteria for
empirical research (Urbach and Ahlemann, 2010). The following section discusses the
results of both the measurement and the structural model.

Measurement Model Assessment
Based on prior studies, the validation of a reflective/formative measurement
model can be established by examining its internal consistency, indicator reliability,
convergent validity, and discriminant validity (Lewis et al., 2005; Straub et al., 2004).
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The measurement model demonstrated satisfactory convergent and discriminant validity,
with average value extracted (AVE) values within the recommended range. Further, all
manifest variables loaded on their respective latent variable and the square roots of AVE
for each construct were greater than its higher inter-correlation. (See table 4.3)

Internal Consistency and Convergent Validity
A common way to assess internal consistency for a measurement model is
through the Cronbach's alpha coefficient, which is based on indicator inter-correlations.
Scales with high Cronbach's alpha values are interpreted to suggest that items within the
scale have the same range and meaning (Cronbach, 1971). The scales used for this study
were previously validated scales based on the relevant literature. Each scale was assessed
for reliability through SMART-PLS 3.0. Coefficients of 0.70 provide evidence that the
items are consistently measuring the same concept (Hair et al., 2017). All scales satisfied
the criterion of a minimum of 0.70 (see table 4.3). As a result, the model's Cronbach
alpha values are acceptable for assuming homogeneity of items. Price fairness had a
Cronbach’s alpha above 0.90 (alpha = 0.942). As a result, the composite reliability was
examined.
Hair et al. (2017) note that, due to the conservative nature of Cronbach's alpha,
this measure may underestimate internal consistency. Composite reliability is also
recommended as a measure for the assessment of internal reliability. The upper level of
0.95 was exceeded in the 'Price Fairness' construct indicating that one of the variables of
the Price Fairness construct may be redundant. This value was also relatively high at
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0.96, so this construct was treated as a reflective rather than formative construct in the
model.
Convergent validity was assessed by examining the quality criteria of the baseline
model. The average variance extracted (AVE) is also assessed to establish convergent
validity. Analysis of AVE indicates that the constructs are above the critical value of
0.50, which provides evidence that the majority of the variance of the indicators is
explained by the construct, as seen in table 4.3 below.

Table 4.3 Results for Reflective Measurement Model
Cronbach's
Alpha

rho_A

Composite
Reliability

Average Variance
Extracted (AVE)

Menu Quality

0.80

0.86

0.88

0.70

Price Fairness

0.94

0.94

0.96

0.90

Purchase Intention

0.80

0.80

0.88

0.72

Discriminant Validity and Indicator Reliability
Next, the indicator loadings were observed as a way to assess discriminant
validity. An examination of the indicator loadings reveals that all measures have loadings
of 0.774 or higher and are above the critical value of 0.70 (values less 0.70 are
suppressed), as each reflective indicator loaded highest on the construct that it is linked to
(Hair et al., 2017). This result supports discriminant validity. Indicator reliability for all
items exceeded 0.5, ranging from 0.599 to 0.12, and was significant at p < 0.001. This
result supports satisfactory loadings (see table 4.4).
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Table 4.4 Outer Loadings and Indicator Reliability
Indicator
MenuQual1
MenuQual2
MenuQual3
PURINT1
PURINT2
PURINT3
PriceFair1
PriceFair2
PriceFair3

Menu Quality

Price
Fairness

Purchase Intention

0.834 (0.695)
0.872 (0.760)
0.808 (0.653)
0.774 (0.599)
0.865 (0.748)
0.894 (0.800)
0.940 (0.884)
0.943 (0.890)
0.955 (0.912)

*Indicator reliability is in parentheses

The Fornell-Larcker criterion is a second way to ensure discriminant validity
within the model. It is a more conservative approach which requires the square root of the
AVE to be higher than the highest correlation of any construct in the model. A
calculation of the AVE for each construct and its comparison with the bivariate
correlations supports discriminant validity as well (see table 4.5).

Table 4.5 Bivariate Correlations and Fornell-Lacker Criterion
Price
Fairness

Menu Quality

Purchase
Intention

Price Fairness

(0.95)

Menu Quality

.406**

(0.84)

Purchase Intention

.318**

.486**

(0.85)

Political Identity*

.078**

0.250***

-0.107

Political
Identity

-

*** Significant at p< .001. The square root of AVE in parentheses. *Single-item construct, so AVE is not calculated

Univariate Analysis of Variance
SPSS was used to evaluate H1 and H2 since PLS cannot handle categorical IVs as
exogenous variables, along with a categorical moderator. Recall from chapter 3 that H1
and H2 examine the direct effects of the menu verbiage on a consumer's perceptions of
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menu quality and price fairness. A one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was
calculated on participants’ ratings of (a) price fairness F(1, 141) = 0.570, p <.985 and (b)
menu quality F(1, 141) = .002, p <.998. The results are not significant, failing to support
H1a and H1b, as well as H2a and H2b. The means for the three menu conditions are
listed below in table 4.6.

Table 4.6 Univariate Analysis of Variance
Menu Quality

Price Fairness

Affective Menu

4.14

4.59

Sustainable Menu

4.23

4.63

Control Menu

4.06

4.65

Model Quality

F(1, 141) = 0.570, p <. 985

F(1, 141) = 0.002, p <. 998

Hypothesi
s
H1: Not
supported
H2: Not
supported

Structural Model Assessment
The following section discusses the tests used to assess the validity of the
structural model for this dissertation, which requires an examination of the coefficient of
determination (R2) and path coefficients. This dissertation also assesses moderation of
political identity by using a multi-group analysis.
The relationship between political identity and responses to the menu treatments
was analyzed using Smart PLS 3.0. To perform this analysis, the model in Figure 4.1 was
run under several scenarios. The model was initially run under the PLS algorithm for
analysis of R2 values and the path coefficients.
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Coefficient of Determination
As this study assessed the effect of both menu treatments (affective,
sustainability, control) and political identity (conservative, liberal, moderate), the details
for each R2 value is detailed in Table 4.7. Analysis of the results reveals that the R2 values
provide moderate to high levels of in-sample predictive power. Research in consumer
behavior topics considers values of 0.20 as having high predictive power; however,
scholarly research on marketing issues will characterize R2 values between 0.25 and 0.50
as moderate (Hair et al., 2017).

Figure 4
SmartPLS Formative Model PLS Algorithm Results
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Table 4.7 Results for the Coefficient of Determination
R Square

R Square Adjusted

Complete Model

0.403

0.400

Control Menu

0.498

0.440

Affective Menu

0.499

0.444

Sustainability Menu

0.350

0.285

Conservative Identity

0.548

0.510

Liberal Identity

0.472

0.421

Path Coefficients
Path coefficients obtained from the PLS-SEM algorithm represent the
hypothesized relationships between the constructs. Their standardized values run from -1
to +1, with values approaching either of these numbers indicating stronger positive or
negative relationships. The closer path coefficients are to 0, the weaker the relationship
(Hair et al., 2017).
The path coefficient between menu quality and purchase intention is positive in
the overall model (0.534) and throughout each of the multigroup analyses (e.g., political
identities and menu type). The path coefficient between menu quality and purchase
intention is strongest (0.622) under the conservative political identity (Table 4.8). When
bootstrapping is run (Table 4.12), the path coefficient is significant under all menu and
identity conditions.
The path coefficient between price fairness and purchase intention is positive
(0.188) under the complete model as well as the affective (0.208) and sustainability
(0.248) menu. It is also positive for the moderate political identity condition (0.188) and
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liberal political identity condition (0.452). Bootstrapping confirms that all of these
relationships pass the threshold for significance.
Results across the analyses are mixed with regard to the direct effect of political
identity. The influence of political identity on purchase intention is negative in the
complete model (-0.154). Similar results are found in the multigroup analyses, as the
path coefficients between political identity and purchase intention are negative in all of
the assessments. Bootstrapping results in Table 4.12 indicating that the direct effects of
political identity, although negative, is significant in the affective menu condition (-0.17,
p < 0.00) and for those respondents who identify as political moderates (-0.185, p < .027)

Table 4.8 Path Coefficients
Path to Purchase Intention
Complete Model

Menu Qual-Mod x Pol ID
Menu Quality
Pol ID

Control Menu

0.534
-0.154
0.155

Price Fairness

0.188

Menu Qual-Mod x Pol ID
Pol ID

Sustainability Menu

-0.248

Price Fair-Mod x Pol ID

Menu Quality

Affective Menu

Path Coefficient

-0.094
0.622
-0.058

Price Fair-Mod x Pol ID

0.098

Price Fairness

0.211

Menu Qual-Mod

-0.031

Menu Quality

0.403

Pol ID

-0.39

Price Fair-Mod

-0.036

Price Fairness

0.208

Menu Qual-Mod
Menu Quality
Pol ID
Price Fair-Mod

-0.027
0.435
-0.060
0.015
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Conservative

Price Fairness

0.248

Menu Quality

0.622

Pol ID

Liberal

-0.087

Price Fair-Mod x Pol ID

0.092

Price Fairness

0.048

Menu Qual-Mod x Pol ID

Moderate

-0.063

Menu Quality

0.293

Pol ID

0.132

Price Fair-Mod x Pol ID

0.007

Price Fairness

0.452

Menu Qual-Mod

-0.248

Menu Quality

0.534

Pol ID

-0.154

Price Fair-Mod

0.155

Price Fairness

0.188

Additionally, the evaluation of the structural model was to evaluate the predictive
relevance of the constructs. SmartPLS was used to run a blindfolding report to examine
Q2 and q2 effect size. This measure is an indicator of the model’s predictive relevance
(Hair et al., 2017). Q2 values larger than zero, indicate the path model’s predictive
relevance for a particular construct. All the constructs and indicators in this model were
greater than zero (Table 4.9). As a relative measure of predictive relevance, a value of 0
for Q2 indicates no predictive relevance. Construct values of 0.02, 0.5, and 0.35 or greater
are considered to have a, respectively, small, medium, or large predictive relevance (Hair
et al., 2017). All constructs exceed the threshold of 0.35 for large predictive relevance.

Table 4.9 Predictive Relevance (Q2) of Constructs and Indicators
Constructs

SSO

SSE

Q² (=1-SSE/SSO)

Menu Quality

471

290.008

0.384

Price Fairness

471

126.128

0.732

Purchase Intention

471

272.087

0.422
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Indicators

SSO

SSE

Q² (=1-SSE/SSO)

MenuQual1

157

80.148

0.49

MenuQual2

157

106.419

0.322

MenuQual3

157

103.441

0.341

PURINT1

157

120.446

0.233

PURINT2

157

77.655

0.505

PURINT3

157

73.986

0.529

PriceFair1

157

47.295

0.699

PriceFair2

157

41.354

0.737

PriceFair3

157

37.479

0.761

Effect size (f2) was also calculated using SmartPLS. This value indicates the
contribution of a predictor construct to R2. Results of 0.02, 0.5, and 0.35 or greater for f2
are considered to have a, respectively, small, medium, or large effect (Hair et al., 2017).
All f2 values indicated medium to large effect sizes. The effect size of menu quality
(0.294) was notably large.

Table 4.10 f2 Effect Size
Path

Purchase Intention

Menu Qual x Political Identity

0.102

Menu Qual

0.294

Political Identity

0.067

Price Fairness

0.056

Price Fairness x Political Identity

0.053

The values for the q2 effect scores were also calculated as a final assessment of
effect size. These are computed manually as SmartPLS does not perform this function.
The formula requires the Q2 values with the relevant constructs included (Q2incl) and
excluded (Q2excl). Thus, q2= (Q2incl- Q2excl) / (1- Q2incl). These values are assessed by the
same rule of thumb as F2. Values of 0.02, 0.5, and 0.35 or greater are considered to have
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a, respectively, small, medium, or large predictive effect (Hair et al., 2017). Both menu
quality and price fairness have large q2 effect sizes. Values for q2 are provided in table
4.11.
Table 4.11 q2 Effect Size
Q2
included

Q2
excluded

q2 effect size

Menu Quality

0.422

0.098

0.561

Price Fairness

0.422

0.221

0.348

To ascertain whether the relationships between the constructs of menu quality,
price fairness, and purchase intention are significant, SmartPLS was used to run a
bootstrapping report. The sample mean reported from the bootstrapping procedure refers
to the average path coefficient from all the resamples drawn during the procedure (e.g.,
5000 iterations). In a theoretical sense, as sampling approached infinity, the sample mean
would converge to the original mean. Table 4.12 shows the results of these tests. These
results indicate that all the path coefficients are significant at the <.05 level for the
complete model.
Additionally, the relationship between menu quality and purchase intention is
statistically significant at p <0.01 in all the models, with the sample mean path coefficient
ranging between 0.313 and 0.569. The sample mean of the path coefficient of the
relationship between price fairness and purchase intention is significant in the 'sustainable
menu' condition model (0.251, p < 0.04). Similarly, under the political identity
conditions, the 'liberal’ (.432, p <0.01) condition and the ‘moderate’ (.335, p <0.02)
condition both show significance between price fairness and purchase intention. As the
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results consistently indicate, menu quality is critically important in consumer assessment,
and it is relevant to positive purchase intention.

Table 4.12 Significance testing of the Structural Model (Bootstrapping results)
Complete
Model

Sample
Mean (M)

T
Statistics

P
Values

0.471

6.827

0.000

Yes

-0.187

2.796

0.023

Yes

Pol ID->Menu Quality -> Purchase
Intention

-0.27

3.931

0.005

Yes

Pol ID->Price Fairness ->
Purchase Intention

0.173

2.096

0.040

Yes

H5: Price Fairness -> Purchase
Intention

0.343

4.351

0.023

Yes

Menu Quality -> Purchase
Intention

0.499

5.218

0.000

Yes

Pol ID -> Purchase Intention

-0.22

2.201

0.302

No

-0.377

4.574

0.266

No

0.381

4.151

0.286

No

0.39

3.273

0.186

No

Menu Quality -> Purchase
Intention

0.367

2.538

0.003

Yes

Pol ID -> Purchase Intention

-0.17

1.375

0.000

No

-0.175

1.006

0.418

No

Pol ID->Price Fairness ->
Purchase Intention

0.022

0.073

0.411

No

Price Fairness -> Purchase
Intention

0.452

2.728

0.135

Yes

Menu Quality -> Purchase
Intention
Political Identity -> Purchase
Intention

H5

Sig
(p<0.05)

Menu Condition-Control

Pol ID->Menu Quality -> Purchase
Intention
Pol ID->Price Fairness ->
Purchase Intention
Price Fairness -> Purchase
Intention
Menu Condition -Affective

Pol ID->Menu Quality -> Purchase
Intention
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Menu Condition- Sustainability
Menu Quality -> Purchase
Intention

0.387

2.898

0.007

Yes

-0.275

2.193

0.388

No

Pol ID->Menu Quality -> Purchase
Intention

0.006

0

0.448

No

Pol ID->Price Fairness ->
Purchase Intention

0.063

0.543

0.465

No

Price Fairness -> Purchase
Intention

0.251

1.681

0.043

Yes

Menu Quality -> Purchase
Intention

0.569

5.707

0

Yes

Pol ID -> Purchase Intention

0.011

0.109

0.305

No

-0.298

3.121

0.037

Yes

Pol ID->Price Fairness ->
Purchase Intention

0.066

0.461

0.246

No

Price Fairness -> Purchase
Intention

0.166

1.59

0.393

No

Menu Quality -> Purchase
Intention

0.313

3.424

0.014

Yes

-0.082

0.994

0.180

No

-0.1

1.011

0.271

No

Pol ID->Price Fairness ->
Purchase Intention

0.096

0.877

0.481

No

Price Fairness -> Purchase
Intention

0.432

4.294

0.001

Yes

Menu Quality -> Purchase
Intention

0.474

6.912

0.000

Yes

Pol ID -> Purchase Intention

-0.185

2.772

0.027

Yes

Pol ID->Menu Quality -> Purchase
Intention

-0.264

3.934

0.003

Yes

0.164

2.134

0.038

Yes

Pol ID -> Purchase Intention

Conservative

Pol ID->Menu Quality -> Purchase
Intention

Liberal

Pol ID -> Purchase Intention
Pol ID->Menu Quality -> Purchase
Intention

Moderate

Pol ID->Price Fairness ->
Purchase Intention
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Price Fairness -> Purchase
Intention

0.335

4.387

0.02

Yes

As this research considered how individuals with different political identities
would react to different types of menu verbiage, it is necessary to compare the
relationships between political identities and the tested menu condition—the point of this
to determine whether a significant difference can be identified between the groups. MultiGroup (MGA) was performed using Smart PLS. Each political identity was combined
with a menu in this analysis. The results are below in Tables 4.13, 4.14, and 4.15.
For the Political Identity vs. menu condition in multi-group analysis, the liberal x
affective menu was the only path that achieved significance, p < 0.03. The path
coefficient (0.521) was also strong. This may indicate that affective menu terminology is
acceptable to this group and inclusion of terminology which references tradition does not
dissuade purchase intention.
As the political identities were analyzed, both price fairness and menu quality
showed differences in their path coefficients. The difference in the path coefficients
between conservatives (0.509) and liberals (0.204) indicates that menu quality has a
greater potential effect on purchase intention amongst conservative vs. liberals. This
relationship was opposite in the case of price fairness as liberal respondents indicated that
price fairness would have a greater potential effect on purchase intention for liberal
(0.497) identities versus conservative (0.061). These results are promising for continued
research on whether attitudes towards pricing differ markedly between consumers across
different political groups.
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Table 4.13 Multi-Group Analysis: Affective Menu Condition

Menu
QualityMod ->
Purchase
Intention
Price FairMod ->
Purchase
Intention
Menu
Quality ->
Purchase
Intention

Path
Coefficientsdiff
(Conservative
- Affective
Menu)

Price
Fairness ->
Purchase
Intention
Pol ID ->
Purchase
Intention

Path
Coefficientsdiff (Liberal Affective
Menu)

p-Value
original 1tailed
(Conservative
vs. Affective
Menu)

p-Value
original 1tailed
(Liberal
vs.
Affective
Menu)

p-Value new
(Conservative
vs. Affective
Menu)

p-Value
new
(Liberal
vs.
Affective
Menu)

-0.2

-0.032

0.868

0.572

0.132

0.428

0.128

0.043

0.25

0.422

0.25

0.422

0.218

-0.11

0.13

0.716

0.13

0.284

-0.16

0.244

0.741

0.148

0.259

0.148

0.303

0.521

0.059

0.003

0.059

0.003

Table 4.14 Multi-Group Analysis: Sustainability Menu Condition

Menu Qual-Mod
-> Purchase
Intention

Path
Coefficientsdiff
(Conservative
- Sust Menu)

Path
Coefficients
-diff (Liberal
- Sust
Menu)

p-Value
original 1tailed
(Conservative
vs. Sust
Menu)

-0.204

-0.036

0.801

p-Value
new
(Conserv
ative vs.
Sust
Menu)

p-Value
new
(Liberal
vs. Sust
Menu)

0.569

0.199

0.431

p-Value
original 1tailed
(Liberal vs.
SustMenu)

Menu Quality ->
Purchase
Intention
Pol ID ->
Purchase
Intention

0.186

-0.142

0.183

0.775

0.183

0.225

-0.026

0.192

0.51

0.213

0.490

0.213

Price Fair-Mod > Purchase
Intention

0.077

-0.008

0.358

0.532

0.358

0.468

Price Fairness > Purchase
Intention

-0.200

0.204

0.813

0.156

0.187

0.156
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Table 4.15 Multi-Group Analysis: Political Identity (Conservative x Liberal)

Price Fairness -> Purchase Intention
Menu Quality -> Purchase Intention
Menu Qual x Political Identity -> Purchase Intention
Price Fairness x Political Identity -> Purchase Intention
Political Identity -> Purchase Intention

Path
Coefficientsdiff
(Conservative
- Liberal)

p-Value
original 1tailed
(Conservative
vs Liberal)

p-Value new
(Conservative
vs Liberal)

-0.436

0.982

0.018

0.386

0.018

0.018

-0.266

0.95

0.053

0.252

0.103

0.103

-0.207

0.83

0.17

Smart-PLS 3.0 was employed to test the remaining hypotheses. To assess these
hypotheses, multi-group analysis and bootstrapping tests were performed. Hypothesis 3
asserted that political identity would moderate the effect of affective menu verbiage on
price and quality perceptions such that respondents measuring high in conservative
political identity will a) rate higher levels of price fairness versus respondents measuring
high in liberal political identity and b) rate higher levels of menu quality versus
respondents measuring high in liberal political identity. The path between price fairness
and purchase intention under the conservative identity group versus the liberal identity
group did not indicate that the difference between these groups was significant under
either condition. A multi-group analysis of H3b likewise was not supported. The analysis
did not establish significance in the conditions of affective x conservative or affective x
liberal.
Interestingly, however, when H3b is assessed solely with bootstrapping under the
control menu condition, the moderated path between menu quality and purchase intention
for the conservative data group is found to be significant (p = 0.036). The related path
under the liberal political identity did not meet the threshold for significance. However,
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the direct path between menu quality and purchase intention under the conservative
identity (p = 0.00) versus the liberal identity group (p = 0.014) is significant for both
political identity groups. Analysis of the difference between the two groups reveals that
the sample mean for conservatives (0.569) is greater than that for liberals (0.313). This
opens up the question for future research on what might be driving this difference.
Hypothesis 4 proposed that political identity will moderate the influence of
sustainability verbiage on price and quality perceptions such that respondents measuring
high in conservative political identity will have an unfavorable perception of a) price
fairness and b) menu quality, compared to respondents measuring high in liberal political
identity. Multi-group analysis of these conditions did not indicate either of these paths
was significant.
Like the findings for H3ab, bootstrapping results for the sustainability menu,
control menu, and affective menu all indicate significance between menu quality and
purchase intention (p < 0.05). Notably, the direct path between menu quality and
purchase intention is significant under all data conditions (political and menu), providing
the opportunity for continued research on the conditions in which menu quality is
positively assessed.
Hypothesis 5 proposed that price fairness will positively influence purchase
intention.
The relationship between price fairness and purchase intention is significant (p =
0.024); however, the path coefficient is moderate at 0.188. Similarly, the assertion of H6
that perceptions of menu quality will positively influence purchase intention was
supported. This path was likewise significant (p = 0.000), and the path coefficient is
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relatively strong at 0.534. Table 4.16 offers a review of all the hypotheses addressed in
this study.

Table 4.16 Summary of Hypotheses and Results
Affective Menu verbiage will have a positive effect on Price
H1a Fairness
Affective Menu verbiage will have a positive effect on Menu
H1b Quality
Sustainability claims will have a positive effect on assessments of
H2a Price fairness
Sustainability claims will have a positive effect on assessments of
H2b Menu Quality
Political identity will moderate the effect of affective menu
verbiage on price and quality perceptions, such that respondents
measuring high in conservative political identity will rate higher
levels of price fairness versus respondents measuring high in
H3a liberal political identity
Political identity will moderate the effect of affective menu
verbiage on price and quality perceptions, such that respondents
measuring high in conservative political identity will rate higher
levels of menu quality versus respondents measuring high in
H3b liberal political identity
Political identity will moderate the influence of sustainability
verbiage on price and quality perceptions such that respondents
measuring high in conservative political identity will have an
H4a unfavorable perception of Price Fairness
Political identity will moderate the influence of sustainability
verbiage on price and quality perceptions such that respondents
measuring high in conservative political identity will have an
unfavorable perception of Menu Quality compared to respondents
H4b measuring high in liberal political identity
H5 Price will positively influence purchase intention
Perceptions of Menu Quality will positively influence purchase
H6 intention

Not
Supported
Not
Supported
Not
Supported
Not
Supported

Not
Supported

Not
Supported
Not
Supported

Not
Supported
Supported
Supported
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Results Summary
SmartPLS 3.0 is employed to examine the influence of affective and sustainable
menu verbiage on purchase intention. Several insights can be drawn from the analysis
conducted on both the measurement and structural models.
First, the structural model demonstrated satisfactory reliability and validity. In
terms of internal consistency, all constructs had composite reliability values exceeding
0.7. All item loadings were within the range of recommended cutoffs and significant at
the level of 0.001– demonstrating indicator reliability.
Second, the structural model demonstrated satisfactory results for the coefficient
of determination, R2. In the absence of moderation, all paths within the structural model
were supported. All direct paths had β values greater than 0.1 and were significant at the
p<.05 level.
Third, findings related to a moderating effect of political identity open the door
for future research to examine the effects of menu verbiage.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS, LIMITATIONS, AND FUTURE RESEARCH
This chapter reviews the findings from the analyses conducted in this dissertation.
The chapter begins by recapping the study outcomes. This is followed by managerial
implications and limitations of the study. The chapter closes with considerations of
potential avenues for further research

General Discussion
This study investigated the relationship between a respondent's political identity
and their acceptance (or rejection) of two types of menu verbiage (affective and
sustainable). Food has been noted as an important vehicle for expression of self-identity
(Fernandes & Mandell, 2014; Kidwell, Farmer, Hardesty, 2013; Soron, 2010; Liu & Jang,
2009). This research extended this line of inquiry into the political identity aspect of
social identity and explored how this may influence consumers' engagement with
restaurant menus. Researchers have noted that menu verbiage appears to affect many
parts of the consumer's in-restaurant experience (McCall & Lynn, 2008; Wansink, van
Ittersum, & Painter, 2005; Wansink, Painter, & van Ittersum, 2001). This research
extended the research on menu verbiage and assessed the influence political identity
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might have on consumer assessment. The research questions posed at the start of this
research were:
•

How does menu verbiage intersect with political identity to influence
consumer purchase intentions in a restaurant dining scenario?

•

How does price fairness and menu quality influence consumer perceptions
of menu verbiage on purchase intentions?

The hypotheses below were posed and tested. Data were also collected to assess
respondents' perceptions of thirteen specific menu terms, which are often used in menus
featuring affective or sustainable verbiage. Items on menus can be described in several
ways; for example, the same chicken breast might accurately be described as natural,
organic, GMO-free, antibiotic-free, locally-produced, or sustainable. As only one term
will be used, it is critical for the restaurant executive to craft the menu description using
terms that maximize appeal to their targeted market. The additional data collected
includes these terms and assesses respondents’ interest in ordering menu items using each
term.

Table 5.1 Summary of Hypotheses and Results
Affective Menu verbiage will have a positive effect on Price
H1a Fairness
Affective Menu verbiage will have a positive effect on Menu
H1b Quality
Sustainability claims will have a positive effect on assessments of
H2a Price fairness
Sustainability claims will have a positive effect on assessments of
H2b Menu Quality

Not
Supported
Not
Supported
Not
Supported
Not
Supported
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H3a

H3b

H4a

H4b
H5
H6

Political identity will moderate the effect of affective menu
verbiage on price and quality perceptions, such that respondents
measuring high in conservative political identity will rate higher
levels of price fairness versus respondents measuring high in liberal
political identity
Political identity will moderate the effect of affective menu
verbiage on price and quality perceptions, such that respondents
measuring high in conservative political identity will rate higher
levels of menu quality versus respondents measuring high in liberal
political identity
Political identity will moderate the influence of sustainability
verbiage on price and quality perceptions such that respondents
measuring high in conservative political identity will have an
unfavorable perception of Price Fairness
Political identity will moderate the influence of sustainability
verbiage on price and quality perceptions such that respondents
measuring high in conservative political identity will have an
unfavorable perception of Menu Quality compared to respondents
measuring high in liberal political identity
Price will positively influence purchase intention
Perceptions of Menu Quality will positively influence purchase
intention

Not
Supported

Not
Supported
Not
Supported

Not
Supported
Supported
Supported

Overall Findings
Although H1ab and H2ab were not supported in the ANOVA analysis (see Table
4.6), it should be noted that the Smart-PLS analysis did indicate a significant relationship
between menu quality and purchase intention under the affective menu condition (see
Table 4.8). This result opens opportunities for future research to evaluate menu quality
and its relationship to purchase intention. H2ab were likewise not supported. However,
under the sustainability menu condition, a significant and positive relationship was
identified between menu quality and purchase intention. Prior research on sustainability
verbiage has suggested a positive relationship between it and consumer evaluation and
purchase behavior in restaurant settings as well as in consumer-packaged goods (Lo,
King, & Mackenzie, 2017; Scholl-Grissemann, 2017). The positive relationship noted
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between menu quality and purchase intention in this research study provides further
support for this concept, noting that this relationship was also found in this study, which
used a non-restaurant, online assessment. This may indicate the underlying strength of
this association.
Hypotheses 3a and 3b were likewise not supported under either condition.
However, a significant, positive relationship between political identity and purchase
intention was noted following PLS multi-group analysis. However, it was found only for
respondents who identified as liberal (see Table 4.9). Further research is needed to
determine the parameters of this relationship. Under H4a and 4b, while the analysis did
not establish support for these hypotheses, it is noted that a significant path is indicated
for political identity as a moderator between both price fairness and menu quality in the
overall model. When the model was assessed for the conservative and liberal groups, a
significant relationship between menu quality and purchase intention, moderated by
political identity, is seen. However, the multi-group analysis did not support the overall
hypotheses. Recall earlier in this study, a significant body of literature has suggested a
relationship between political identity and consumer behavior (Tal et al., 2017; Haidt,
2013; Kidwell et al., 2013; Hejelmar, 2011). Though this work did not identify support
for the hypotheses, the ancillary findings suggest that a relationship exists between
political identity, price fairness, and menu quality. These findings indicate that there are
additional avenues to explore related to this concept.
Recall that Hypothesis 5 predicted, “price fairness will positively influence
purchase intention." This hypothesis was supported and adds additional support to
previous findings regarding the relationship between price fairness and purchase
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intentions. Relatedly Konuk (2017) found, in a study on organic food behaviors, results
that indicated positive associations between price fairness, satisfaction, and purchase
intention. H6, which predicted "perceptions of menu quality will positively influence
purchase intention," was supported as well. As purchase intentions are, at least initially, a
crucial determinant of success in the restaurant as they may lead to actual purchases, this
finding provides a critical indicator of success. Konuk (2017) also called for increased
research into additional variables such as emotions, price sensitivity, and need for
uniqueness as possible factors in the evaluation of price. As the research in this study
suggests, increasing the consumers' perception of price fairness can encourage increased
purchase intention; thus, as management searches for ways to encourage purchase, it
would be wise to focus their efforts on satisfying these critical criteria. Future menu
research should concentrate on generating high levels of agreement with the constructs of
price fairness and menu quality as they pursue increased menu purchases.
While many of the hypotheses were not supported in this study, the associated
findings may prove useful in designing expanded menus and providing the impetus for
initiating related research efforts. In assessing the overall model, the latent variables of
menu quality, price fairness, and political identity were all significant. The moderators of
political identity with menu quality and price fairness also were found to be significant
toward purchase intention under the overall model, as was price fairness under the liberal
political identity. Menu quality was found to be significant in influencing purchase
intention under all conditions. These findings are important as they inform the operator as
to two critical needs of the consumer (i.e., menu quality and price fairness), which must
be met to influence consumer purchase behavior.
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As this study only exposed a small menu sample to the respondents for a brief
period, it may be reasonable to expect that a more extensive menu that continues the
menu verbiage style would have a more impactful effect. Restaurant guests generally
review a menu for several minutes, and their engagement is often enhanced by concurrent
interaction with the server. Thus, it is reasonable to expect that the combined effect of
greater menu exposure and server engagement would improve the guest's assessment of
menu quality and price fairness. In my experience as a restaurant executive, relatively
subtle variations in menu verbiage have been associated with positive changes in
customer engagement, attitudes, and average spend.
In sum, this study provides an additional contribution to the literature on the
relationship between menu quality and purchase intention as well as indicating where
additional, robust research may be warranted on the influence of political identity in
consumer choice.

Managerial Implications
Understanding the process through which consumers make assessments of a menu
and are influenced by menu verbiage is helpful to restaurant managers in making
decisions about what to offer. Managers need to know how to balance profitability,
complexity, and use of labor in a restaurant environment, and optimizing the menu offer
(e.g., all items by the restaurant, bar menu, dessert menu, etc.) is a critical step in the
overall design of the restaurant and its offerings. In the case of menu terminology
associated with sustainability, there is a high cost to the actual products underlying these
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terms. There is likely a net-positive social benefit to be derived from employing
sustainable ingredients in restaurants. However, restaurant managers need to fully
understand whether investments in these products are worthwhile from a profitability
perspective.
Additionally, if managers can better understand the utility of these items in
driving additional restaurant visitations or appealing to other consumer segments, they
can adjust their marketing efforts to maximize the profitability of their restaurants and
refine their target populations. This research may help managers to identify opportunities
to increase consumer assessment of menu quality and price fairness as research presented
here indicates that these two elements are critical to increasing purchase intention.
Additionally, assessment of specific menu terms may provide management with insights
into how individual terms may increase or decrease the consumer’s purchase intention.

In my experience, and consistent with past research, engineering the menu
through changes in phrasing, item positioning, and the manipulation of price presentation
have all been found to have material effects on the guest's ordering pattern, attitudes
towards the restaurant and its offerings, and, most critically, the revenue generated by the
menu (McCall & Lynn, 2009; Wansink et al. 2005). While industry menu consultants
often promise robust improvements in restaurant profitability based on their
recommendations, their methods are proprietary. Academic research on menu
engineering has been limited to the evaluation of financial results as they are released by
publicly held restaurant companies (Kincaid & Corsun, 2003). Noting that this single
study on menu engineering was relatively limited and is over thirteen years old, more
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contemporary research would be beneficial both to the restaurant industry as well as for
extending the body of academic knowledge regarding the influence of the menu on
restaurant patrons (Kincaid & Corsun, 2003). The knowledge gleaned from this study
may provide a stronger foundation for menu engineering efforts as it establishes,
empirically, the relationship between assessment of menu quality and price fairness in
influencing purchase intention. These constructs have been used in academic hospitality
research, but they are not commonly used in restaurant research. The results obtained in
this study provide support for their inclusion in future menu research and testing in actual
restaurant settings.

Limitations
Like all research, this study has certain limitations. First, the research was
undertaken during the COVID-19 coronavirus pandemic, which, in addition to all of its
other consequences, effectively closed most in-restaurant dining between mid-March
2020 and will likely continue beyond the completion of this research. This restriction
limited the ability to conduct this study experimentally (e.g., in a restaurant or a
controlled tasting lab), which could have made the findings much more robust.
Respondents may not have the same level of engagement with the menu that they would
have in an actual restaurant scenario. While research on menus has been carried out
before in a similar online questionnaire environment, it is reasonable to expect that inperson restaurant guests will engage with the menu for a more extended period and will
also have more realistic responses to pricing and purchase intentionality. Additionally,
the limited number of items in the menu sample likely reduced the respondents'
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engagement with the online menu sample. That said, while responses would be expected
to be more robust in an actual restaurant environment, the assessment of political identity
would be difficult to execute in as direct a manner as we have done through the
questionnaire as implemented here. Research within the industry follows the gold
standard for evaluation of menu versions by conducting in-restaurant testing followed by
a post-meal qualitative or quantitative assessment by trained researchers. This inrestaurant evaluation would follow several iterative rounds of online menu research.
Unfortunately, the elimination of in-restaurant dining closed this option for research
design
The research for this dissertation was also undertaken during the 2020 presidential
election cycle. While results were collected during the primaries versus the general
election cycle, it is not known to what degree the presidential campaign may have
increased the degree to which political identity would be actively impactful. To this
point, however, if an increased level of the activation of political identity were identified,
the results obtained would logically be expected to differ in degree, but not in direction.
As other research has noted, the influence of political identity appears to occur well
before the cognitive engagement of the consumer (Jung & Mittal, 2020; Tal et al., 2017),
so it is crucial to continue to research this topic and refine our knowledge of these
subconscious influencers of behavior.
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Future Research
As noted earlier, the constructs of price fairness and menu quality were both
significant in the complete model. Menu quality was also significant in all the menu
conditions as well as under each level of political identity. These elements suggest a need
for further research on these constructs and their role in influencing purchase intention.
Researchers have previously pointed towards increasing trust through consumer
education, in the context of organic food, as a path to increasing purchase intention as
well as acceptance for price increases (Martin-Consuegra et al., 2007). This effect of
education tracks with earlier research establishing the effectiveness of increased menu
complexity in increasing consumer's purchase behavior (Wansink et al., 2005). Related
research by Sun (2013) also noted the efficacy of increased qualitative and quantitative
information on dining intentions. Thus, future research on the effect of increased
consumer education regarding the value of the underlying products on a menu,
particularly with sustainability claims, is warranted.
Political identity moderated the relationship between menu quality and purchase
intention in the complete model and had a direct influence on purchase intention in the
same model. Additionally, in the affective menu condition, political identity had a
significant impact on purchase intention. These findings for political identity suggest that
further research is needed on its influence on consumer evaluation of the menu. To the
degree that managers in the restaurant industry can better understand this relationship,
they may be able to refine better menu offers under politically influential conditions, such
as an election cycle.
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Finally, as this questionnaire collected additional data not used specifically within
the context of the dissertation, further research may be performed regarding the influence
of political identity and demographic characteristics towards standard terms used in
sustainable, affective, and other menus. A deeper understanding of the power of these
terms will be useful to the industry.
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Appendix A: Informed Consent
Menu Appeals Informed Consent Form
Objectives
The objective of this survey is to assess the appeal of menus and menu terminology during a
consumer's casual dining experience.
Who is conducting this survey?
This survey is being requested and will be analyzed by Darryl Mickler and Dr. Tracy
Kizer, Ph.D. Darryl is a Food and Beverage executive pursuing a doctoral degree, and Dr. Tracy
Kizer is an Associate Professor of Marketing, both at the Crummer Graduate School of Business,
Rollins College.
How will my data be used?
All information collected in this survey will contribute to a research dissertation to better
understand the influence of menu terminology and descriptions.
Why was I selected to participate in your survey?
You are receiving this survey as you indicated you are a regular restaurant user.
Will my answers be kept confidential?
Your answers will be kept confidential and anonymous. We will minimize any risks by assigning
you a unique identifier and maintaining your responses on a third-party storage site (e.g.,
Qualtrics). During analysis, all data will be aggregated, eliminating the identification of
potentially unique responses. Please try to answer all questions as honestly and accurately as
possible.
How much time is required to complete the survey?
This survey should take no longer than 15-20 minutes to complete.
Who can I talk to if I have questions?
If you have questions about this project or if you have a research-related problem, you may
contact the researcher(s), Dr. Tracy Kizer, at 407-646-2530, Dmickler@rollins.edu. If you have
any questions concerning your rights as a research subject, you may contact the Rollins College
Office IR Board at (407) 646-2099 or jhouston@rollins.edu
By clicking "I agree" below, you are indicating that you are at least 18 years old, have
read this consent form, and agree to participate in this research study. You are free to skip any
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question that you choose. Please print a copy of this page for your
records.

o I consent (1)
o I do not consent (2)
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APPENDIX B: Example of Survey Cover Letter
Thank you for participating in this study by Darryl Mickler, a doctoral student in
the Executive Doctorate in Business Administration program at Crummer Graduate
School of Business, Rollins College. The purpose of this study is to understand the appeal
of various menu descriptions among restaurant users.
In the next few pages, you will first complete a series of simple questions
regarding your restaurant use background. Next, you will be asked to answer a series of
questions about specific terms and descriptions that often appear on menus. You will also
be asked to express your attitudes towards restaurants utilizing these descriptions.
Finally, you will also be asked to review a sample menu. The survey should take no
longer than 15-20 minutes to complete. Your responses will be anonymous. All answers
obtained will be kept confidential and will only be reported in an aggregate format.
Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey.
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Appendix C: Survey Questionnaire
NOTE: The section headers for the various survey parts written below will
be adjusted on the final survey visible to participants to be vague enough not to
influence participants. The subject headers listed below are only written this way for
this proposal as a means of connecting construct measurement to questions.
Directions: Given the restrictions imposed on restaurant visitation due to the Coronavirus
outbreak, please consider your pattern of restaurant usage and visitation prior to March
2020.
Part 1: Restaurant Usage Eligibility Questions:
I am at least 18 years old, and I agree to participate in this study.
Yes………………………………………………………………………….
[Continue]
No…………………………………………………………………………...
[Reject]
What is your age? (input by respondent)
Over 18……………………………………………………………………..
[Continue]
Under 18…………………………………………………………………….
[Reject]
I regularly visit restaurants.
Yes……………………………………………………………………………[Cont
inue]
No…………………………………………………………………………….
[Reject]
Part 2: Pattern and Type of Restaurant Usage
How many meals per week do you typically eat in a restaurant?
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[Participants will answer via a sliding scale of 0-21.]
Of the number of meals you have per week in restaurants, how many times per week do
you eat in the following types of dining establishments?
[Participants will enter the number of meals per restaurant type. The sum total of
meals for this question will be constrained by their response to the preceding
question.]
• Fast Food (e.g., McDonald's)
• Fast Casual (e.g., Chipotle)
• Casual Dining (e.g., Chili's, Olive Garden)
• Polished or Upscale Casual Dining (e.g., Seasons 52, Houston's)
• Fine Dining (e.g., Capitol Grill, Ruth's Chris)
• Non-chain international cuisine (e.g., Chinese, Mexican)
Part 3: Simulated Menu Treatments
[Note: Respondents will see one of 3 menu treatments (images) and will see the
following questions after viewing]
Directions: Please review the menu and answer the related questions below. Based on
your perceptions of the menu, please indicate your level of agreement with the following
statements.
Menu Quality (McCall & Lynn, 2008; Naipul & Parsa, 2001)
Scale: [1-Strongly Disagree to 7-Strongly Agree]
•
•
•

This menu offers high-quality entrees.
This menu offers a good value.
This menu is appealing.

Purchase Intention (Konuk, 2017)
Scale: [1-Strongly Disagree to 7-Strongly Agree]
•
•
•

I would be likely to make a purchase of entrees on this menu.
I will make an effort to purchase entrees on this menu.
I plan to purchase entrée on this menu.

Price Perceptions (Lu & Gursoy, 2016)
Scale: [1-Strongly Disagree to 7-Strongly Agree]
•
•
•
•

I would recommend most of my friends/family to pay a premium for items on this
menu.
I will be happy to pay more for items on this menu.
I am willing to pay a premium for items on this menu.
I am willing to buy entrees on this menu in the future.
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Attitude towards the Restaurant (Fakih, Assaker, Assaf, & Hallak, 2016)
Scale: [1-Strongly Disagree to 7-Strongly Agree]
•
•
•
•

This restaurant is likely to serve other delicious, well-prepared food.
This restaurant is likely to serve healthy menu options.
This restaurant likely has a highly skilled chef.
I am likely to visit this restaurant.

Restaurant Quality (Naipul & Parsa, 2001)
Scale: [1-Strongly Disagree to 7-Strongly Agree]
•
•
•

This restaurant is up to speed with food trends.
This restaurant is a fine quality establishment.
The overall value of dining at this restaurant seems high.

Price Fairness (Konuk, 2017)
Scale: [1-Strongly Disagree to 7-Strongly Agree]
•
•
•

The prices of these entrees are acceptable.
The prices of these entrées are fair.
The prices of these entrees are reasonable.
Part 3a: Political Identity and Related Constructs

Directions: In the section that follows, we would like to learn a little about your political
beliefs and values.
Self-Identification of Political Identity (Huddy, Mason & Aaroe, 2010)
Scale: [1-Very Conservative to 7- Very Liberal]
•

How conservative or liberal do you perceive yourself to be?

*Note: Respondent's political identity (above) will be a part of survey logic that will
appear in Qualtrics and be customized for each respondent in the next set of questions.
Strength of Political Identity (Huddy, Mason, & Aaroe, 2010)
Scale: [1- Not at all Important to 7- Extremely Important]
•

How important is being a (Liberal/Conservative/Neither Liberal nor
Conservative) to you?

Scale: [1- Not well at all to 7- Extremely well]
•

How well does the term (Liberal/Conservative/Neither Liberal nor Conservative)
describe you?

Scale: [1- Never to 7- Always]
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•

When talking about (Liberal/Conservative/Neither Liberal nor Conservative),
how often do you use the term 'we' versus 'they'?

Scale: [1- A great deal to 7 - Not at all]
•

To what extent do you think of yourself as a (Liberal/Conservative/Neither
Liberal nor Conservative)?

Salience of Political Identity (Stryker & Serpe, 1994)
Scale: [1- Never to 7 - Always]
•

To what extent is your political identity one of the first things you would tell a
person about yourself?

Centrality of Political Identity (Stryker & Serpe, 1994)
Scale: [(1=0 to 5 years, 2=6 to 10 years, 3=11-15 years, 4=16-20 years, 5= < 20 years)]
•

How long have you considered yourself a (Liberal/Conservative/Neither Liberal
nor conservative)? (Note that respondents will see only the phrasing that is
appropriate to them based on their previous selection of political identity.)

Scale: [1- Not at all Important to 7- Extremely Important]
•

Please indicate how important your political identity is to how you view yourself.

Part 4: Menu Descriptors
(Note: the following three questions on menu terms are for additional industry usage and
are unrelated to the conceptual model)
Directions: Menus often have a great deal of verbiage that consumers find intriguing. In
the next set of questions, we would like to know your perceptions of various terms that
are typically found on menus
Scale: [1-Strongly Disagree to 7-Strongly Agree]
•

If I were offered a menu with items using this term/description, I would be
interested in ordering.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

GMO-Free
Organic
Locally Produced
American Made
Home Made
Ethically Produced
Sustainable
Imported
Natural
Traditional
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•
•
•
•

I would be likely to visit if a restaurant offered menu items using these terms.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Home-Style
Country-Style
Family Recipe
GMO-Free
Organic
Locally Produced
American Made
Home Made
Ethically Produced
Sustainable
Imported
Natural
Traditional
Home-Style
Country-Style
Family Recipe

I would be happy if a restaurant offered menu items using these
terms/descriptions.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

GMO-Free
Organic
Locally Produced
American Made
Home Made
Ethically Produced
Sustainable
Imported
Natural
Traditional
Home-Style
Country-Style
Family Recipe

Part 5: Demographic Variables
•

Please select the category that best describes your age group:
o Under 18
o 18-20
o 21-34
o 35-54
o 55-65

•

What is the highest level of education you have completed?
o Some High School, no degree
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o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

High School graduate/GED
Some College, no degree
Trade/Technical or Vocational Training
Associate Degree
Bachelor's Degree
Master's Degree
Professional Degree
Doctorate Degree)

•

Please indicate your gender.
o Male
o Female
o Non-Binary
o Prefer Not to Say

•

Please indicate your current household income.
o Less than $30,000
o $30,000-$49,999
o $50,000-$74,999
o $75,000-$99,999
o $100,000+

Note: end of questionnaire
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Appendix D: Menu Treatments (Affective)

Our All-American restaurant features produce, and proteins are sourced from the
heartland
We support our traditional community producers and purchase all-American made
products and favor veteran-owned producers
Items are subject to change based on availability
Our seasonal menus are created based on recipes from traditional family favorites
Mom’s Cast Iron Chicken
Lodge Cast Iron Roasted Farm-Raised Chicken with braised, hand-picked greens, pan
roasted sweet potatoes, honey butter pan sauce and a homemade biscuit just like mom
used to make
$18
Tavern Steak
Texas raised Grilled Flat-iron steak topped with local blue cheese, hearth roasted red skin
potatoes, slow braised Southern chard, caramelized Vidalia onion jam, and our secret
family recipe herb butter sauce
$25
Roasted Vegetables with Herb Dumplings
Hearth Roasted vegetables with Grandma’s herb gnocchi dumplings, in a brown butter
sauce
$15
Hardwood Grilled Citrus Honey Salmon
Alaskan Salmon, rubbed with honey, citrus juices, garlic, red pepper flakes and herbs.
American oak grilled and served over braised, seasonal greens
$22
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Appendix E: Menu Treatments (Sustainability)

Our restaurant is fully committed to sustainability. Our ingredients are sourced from
within 200 miles of the restaurant to reduce carbon footprint
We support businesses and source from vendors and farmers who produce in a
sustainable manner.
Our proteins are GMO-free and antibiotic-free.
All menu items are planned in line with internationally sustainability standards
Cast Iron Chicken
Sustainable and Locally raised, Antibiotic-free cast iron roasted chicken with locally
harvested braised greens, locally grown sweet potatoes, honey butter pan sauce, and a
biscuit
$18
Tavern Steak
Seared, Hormone and GMO-Free Sustainable Grilled Flat-iron steak topped with local
blue cheese, roasted local potatoes, braised seasonal greens, caramelized onion jam, and
herb butter sauce
$25
Roasted Vegetable Gnocchi
Locally grown organic roasted vegetables tossed with house-made herb gnocchi in a
brown butter sauce
$15
Hardwood Grilled Citrus Honey Salmon
Our sustainably sourced salmon and naturally fed salmon, rubbed with honey, citrus
juices, garlic, red pepper flakes and ginger. Hardwood grilled and served over braised,
seasonal greens
$22
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Appendix F: Menu Treatments (Control)

Our restaurant features the highest quality produce and proteins
We look forward to serving you from our kitchen
Menu items may vary based on seasonality and our chef’s inspiration
Cast Iron Chicken
Cast Iron Chicken with braised greens, pan-roasted sweet potatoes, honey butter pan
sauce, and a biscuit
$18
Tavern Steak
Grilled Flat-iron steak topped with local blue cheese, roasted red skin potatoes, braised
seasonal greens, caramelized onion jam, and herb butter sauce
$25
Roasted Vegetable Gnocchi
Roasted vegetables and charred kale tossed with a herb gnocchi, in a brown butter sauce
$15
Hardwood Grilled Citrus Honey Salmon
Fresh Salmon, rubbed with honey, citrus juices, garlic, red pepper flakes and ginger.
Hardwood grilled and served over braised, seasonal greens
$22

